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ENERGY CONSERVATORY WARRANTY

EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY:

Seller warrants that this product, under normal use and service as described in the operator’s manual, shall be free from defects in workmanship and material for a period of 24 months, or such shorter length of time as may be specified in the operator’s manual, from the date of shipment to the Customer.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND LIABILITY:

This limited warranty set forth above is subject to the following exclusions:

a) With respect to any repair services rendered, Seller warrants that the parts repaired or replaced will be free from defects in workmanship and material, under normal use, for a period of 90 days from the date of shipment to the Purchaser.

b) Seller does not provide any warranty on finished goods manufactured by others. Only the original manufacturer’s warranty applies.

c) Unless specifically authorized in a separate writing, Seller makes no warranty with respect to, and shall have no liability in connection with, any goods which are incorporated into other products or equipment by the Purchaser.

d) All products returned under warranty shall be at the Purchaser’s risk of loss. The Purchaser is responsible for all shipping charges to return the product to The Energy Conservatory. The Energy Conservatory will be responsible for return standard ground shipping charges. The Customer may request and pay for the added cost of expedited return shipping.

The foregoing warranty is in lieu of all other warranties and is subject to the conditions and limitations stated herein. No other express or implied warranty IS PROVIDED, AND THE SELLER DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS for particular purpose or merchantability.

The exclusive remedy of the purchaser FOR ANY BREACH OF WARRANTY shall be the return of the product to the factory or designated location for repair or replacement, or, at the option of The Energy Conservatory, refund of the purchase price.

The Energy Conservatory’s maximum liability for any and all losses, injuries or damages (regardless of whether such claims are based on contract, negligence, strict liability or other tort) shall be the purchase price paid for the products. In no event shall the Seller be liable for any special, incidental or consequential damages. The Energy Conservatory shall not be responsible for installation, dismantling, reassembly or reinstallation costs or charges. No action, regardless of form, may be brought against the Seller more than one year after the cause of action has accrued.

The Customer is deemed to have accepted the terms of this Limitation of Warranty and Liability, which contains the complete and exclusive limited warranty of the Seller. This Limitation of Warranty and Liability may not be amended or modified, nor may any of its terms be waived except by a writing signed by an authorized representative of the Seller.

TO ARRANGE A REPAIR: Please call The Energy Conservatory at 612-827-1117 before sending any product back for repair or to inquire about warranty coverage. All products returned for repair should include the reason for repair, a return shipping address, name and phone number of a contact person concerning this repair, and the purchase date of the equipment.
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Safety Information

Equipment Safety Instructions

1. The Duct Blaster® fan is a very powerful and potentially dangerous piece of equipment if not used and maintained properly. Carefully examine the fan before each use. If the fan housing, fan guards, blade, controller or cords become damaged, do not operate the fan until repairs have been made. Repairs should only be made by qualified repair personnel.
2. Keep people and pets away from the Duct Blaster fan when it is operating.
3. Do not operate the Duct Blaster fan unattended.
4. Do not use ungrounded outlets or adapter plugs. Never remove or modify the grounding prong.
5. Do not operate the Duct Blaster fan if the motor, controller or any of the electrical connections are wet.
6. Disconnect the power plug from the Duct Blaster fan receptacle before making any adjustments to the fan motor, blades or electrical components.

Other Important Safety Instructions

6. The Duct Blaster fan motor is not a continuous duty motor and should not be run for extended periods of time (more than 2 hours at one time).
7. If using a theatrical fogger with the Duct Blaster system, inject the fog stream toward the edge of the fan housing and not directly into the Duct Blaster fan motor. In addition, clean off any theatrical fog residue from the Duct Blaster fan motor and fan housing following the test procedure.
8. Be sure to remove all temporary register seals after completing the test procedure.
9. When making repairs to the duct system with mastic or other curing sealants, allow the sealant to properly cure before conducting a duct leakage test to determine the effectiveness of your sealing efforts. Refer to sealant installation instructions for proper curing times.
10. Adjust all mechanical equipment (including the air handler fan) so that it does not turn on during the test.
11. Be sure you have returned the mechanical equipment controls back to their original position before leaving the building.
12. Sealing leaks in a duct system should always be part of a larger total system diagnostic procedure which includes examining total system air flow, system charge, airflow balancing and operation of vented combustion appliances. In addition, sealing air leaks (including duct leaks) in existing buildings can reduce the ventilation rate in those buildings. Existing ventilation rates and sources of indoor air pollutants should be considered by technicians before large changes in ventilation rates are undertaken. Because of these complicated systemic interactions between air sealing activities and occupant health and safety issues, it is highly recommended that technicians familiarize themselves with the Pressure Balancing/System Performance and Combustion Safety test procedures listed in Chapters 14 and 15 before attempting to seal leaks in a duct system.
Chapter 1  Introduction to the Minneapolis Duct Blaster®

Air leakage in forced air duct systems is now recognized as a major source of energy waste in both new and existing houses and commercial buildings. Research conducted by the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), Advanced Energy Corporation (AEC), Proctor Engineering, Ecotope and other nationally recognized research organizations has shown that testing and sealing leaky distribution systems is one of the most cost-effective energy improvements available in many houses and light commercial buildings.

The Minneapolis Duct Blaster® is a calibrated air flow measurement system designed to test and document the airtightness of forced air duct systems. Airtightness measurements of duct systems are used for a variety of purposes including:

- Documenting and certifying compliance with building code or other construction standards requiring airtight duct systems.
- Troubleshooting comfort and performance complaints from building owners.
- Measuring and documenting the effectiveness of duct sealing activities.
- Estimating annual HVAC system losses from duct leakage.

This manual describes how to measure duct airtightness using the Minneapolis Duct Blaster. Duct airtightness is determined by measuring the leakage rate of the duct system when it is subjected to a uniform test pressure by the Duct Blaster fan. Duct airtightness test results are typically expressed in terms of cubic feet per minute (cfm) of leakage at a corresponding test pressure (e.g. 155 cfm at 25 Pascals). Duct airtightness test results can also be expressed in terms of leakage areas (e.g. square inches of hole) or normalized leakage rates (e.g. measured duct leakage rate as a percent of total system air flow).

A duct airtightness test is performed by first connecting the Duct Blaster system to the ductwork at either a central return grille or at the air handler cabinet. After temporarily sealing off all intentional openings in the duct system (e.g. supply and return registers, and combustion or ventilation air inlets which are connected to the duct system), the Duct Blaster fan is used to pressurize or depressurize the entire duct system to a standard test pressure. For residential duct systems, 25 Pascals (0.10 inches w.c.) is the most commonly used test pressure. This test pressure has been adopted by most duct testing programs because research has shown that 25 Pascals represents a typical operating pressure in many residential systems. The air flow needed from the Duct Blaster fan to generate the test pressure in the duct system is the measured leakage rate. Both the duct system pressure and the Duct Blaster fan air flow are measured by a calibrated digital pressure gauge.

In addition to measuring duct airtightness, the Minneapolis Duct Blaster can be used as a powered flow hood to accurately measure total air flow through the air handler, supply and return registers, exhaust fans and other air flow devices. The Duct Blaster can also be used as a small Blower Door to test the airtightness of small or tightly built houses.

Note: The leakage rate of a duct system determined using the airtightness test procedures listed in this manual may differ from the leakage rates occurring in the duct system under actual operating conditions. When conducting an airtightness test, all leaks in the ductwork are subjected to approximately the same pressure (i.e. the test pressure). Under actual operating conditions, pressures within the duct system vary considerably with the highest pressure present near the air handler, and the lowest pressures present near the registers. Researchers are working on developing additional test procedures which will provide duct leakage measurements under actual operating conditions.
Chapter 2  Duct Leakage Basics

2.1 Why Is Duct Leakage Important?

Studies indicate that duct leakage can account for as much as 25% of total house energy loss, and in many cases has a greater impact on energy use than air infiltration through the building shell. In many light commercial buildings, duct leakage is often the single largest cause of performance and comfort problems. Here are just a few of the problems resulting from duct leakage:

- Leaks in the supply ductwork cause expensive conditioned air to be dumped directly outside or in the attic or crawlspace rather than delivered to the building.
- Leaks in the return ductwork pull unconditioned air directly into the HVAC system reducing both efficiency and capacity. For example, if 10 percent of the return air for an air conditioning system is pulled from a hot attic, system efficiency and capacity are often reduced by as much as 30 percent.
- In humid climates, moist air being drawn into return leaks can overwhelm the dehumidification capacity of air conditioning system causing buildings to feel clammy even when the system is operating.
- Duct leakage greatly increases the use of electric strip heaters in heat pumps during the heating season.
- Leaks in return ductwork draw air into the building from crawlspaces, garages and attics bringing with it dust, mold spores, insulation fibers and other contaminants.

2.2 Where Does Duct Leakage Occur?

Because the air leaking from ductwork is invisible, most duct leaks go unnoticed by homeowners and HVAC contractors. In addition, ducts are often installed in difficult to reach spots like attics and crawlspaces, or are "buried" inside building cavities making them even more difficult to find. And the hard to find leaks are usually the most important leaks to fix, because they are connected to a hot attic or humid crawlspace.

Common Duct Leakage Problems

Return Leak Through Wall Cavity

Supply Leak at Take-Off Connection
Duct leaks can be caused by a variety of installation and equipment failures including:

- Poorly fitting joints and seams in the ductwork.
- Disconnected or partially disconnected boot connections.
- Holes in duct runs.
- Use of improperly sealed building cavities for supply or return ducts.
- "Platform" return plenums which are connected to unsealed building cavities.
- Poor connections between room registers and register boots.
- Poorly fitting air handler doors, filter doors and air handler cabinets.
- Failed taped joints.

The impact on a particular building will depend on the size of the duct leak, the location of the duct leak and whether or not the leak is connected to the outside.

### 2.3 How Much Can Energy Bills Be Reduced By Sealing Duct Leaks?

Numerous studies conducted by nationally recognized research organizations has shown that testing and sealing leaky distribution systems is one of the most cost-effective energy improvements available in many houses. A summary of 19 separate duct leakage studies indicates that the average annual energy savings potential in a typical home is around 17 percent.¹

A 1991 study in Florida found:²

- Air conditioner use was decreased by an average of 17.2% in a sample of 46 houses where comprehensive duct leakage diagnostics and sealing were performed.
- These houses saved an average of $110 per year on cooling bills at a cost of approximately $200 for repairs.

Duct leaks also waste energy in heating climates. A study of 18 houses in Arkansas showed that a duct leakage repair service saved 21.8% on heating bills by eliminating three-quarters of the duct leakage in the study houses.³ In addition to the energy savings, duct leakage repair improves homeowner comfort and reduces callbacks by allowing the HVAC system to work as designed.

### 2.4 Duct Leakage to the Outside

Duct leakage to the outside has the largest impact on HVAC system performance. Duct leakage to the outside commonly results from leaky ductwork running through unconditioned zones (attics, crawlspaces or garages). Most of the duct leakage research studies referenced in this manual have been performed on houses which contain significant portions of the duct system in unconditioned zones. However, significant leakage to the outside can also occur when all ductwork is located within the building envelope. In these cases, leaky ducts

---

¹ Neme, Chris et. al. 1999, "Energy Savings Potential From Addressing Residential Air Conditioner and Heat Pump Installation Problems".

² Cummings, James et. al. 1991, "Investigation of Air Distribution System Leakage and its Impacts in Central Florida Homes".

³ Davis, Bruce 1991, "The Impact of Air Distribution System Leakage on Heating Energy Consumption in Arkansas Homes".
passing through wall or floor cavities (or the cavities themselves may be used as supply or return ducts) create a pressure differential between the cavity containing the ductwork and other building cavities indirectly connected to the outside. Air can be forced through these leaks whenever the air handler fan is operating.

### 2.5 Duct Leakage to the Inside

Much less is known about the energy and system efficiency impacts of duct leakage inside the house. A study of new houses in Minnesota has shown that the duct systems are very leaky, but that very little of that leakage was connected directly or indirectly to the outside. One of the primary causes of duct leakage in Minnesota houses was found to be very leaky basement return systems which use panned under floor joists as return ductwork. Because most of the duct leakage was occurring within the conditioned space of the house, the energy efficiency penalty from this leakage is thought to be much less significant. **Note:** In Minnesota, basements are typically considered heated space.

However, the Minnesota study did find that leaky return systems can cause the basement (where the furnace and water heater are typically located) to depressurize to the point where combustion products from the water heater or furnace would spill into the house. Negative pressures from return leaks can also contribute to increased moisture and radon entry into houses. In addition, summertime comfort problems were often experienced due to supply duct leaks in the basement delivering cool air to the basement even though the basements have little or no cooling loads. These problems all suggest that controlling duct leakage to the inside may, in some cases, be just as important as leakage to the outside.

---

4 Nelson, Gary et. al. 1993, "Measured Duct Leakage, Mechanical System Induced Pressures and Infiltration in Eight Randomly Selected New Minnesota Houses".
Chapter 3  System Components

The Series B Minneapolis Duct Blaster System consists of the following components:

- Series B Duct Blaster Fan
- Test Instrumentation (DG-700 or DG-3 Digital Pressure Gauge) and Fan Speed Controller
- Flexible Extension Duct
- Duct Blaster Carrying Case

3.1 Duct Blaster Fan

The Series B Duct Blaster fan consists of a molded fan housing with a variable speed motor. The Duct Blaster fan will move up to 1,500 cubic feet of air per minute (CFM) at zero back pressure (i.e. free air), and approximately 1,350 CFM against 50 Pascals (0.2 inches w.c.) of back pressure. With the flexible extension duct attached, the fan will move 1,250 CFM (free air) and 1,000 CFM against 50 Pascals of back pressure. Fan flow is determined by measuring the slight vacuum created by the air flowing over the flow sensor attached to the end of the motor. The Duct Blaster fan can accurately measure flows between 20 and 1,500 CFM using a series of three calibrated Flow Rings which are attached to the fan inlet (see Appendix A for issues affecting fan calibration and accuracy). The Duct Blaster fan motor is not reversible, however the fan can be installed to either pressurize or depressurize the duct system.

The Duct Blaster fan meets the flow calibration specifications of the CGSB Standard 149.10-M86, ASTM Standard E779-87 and ASHRAE Standard 152-P. The Minneapolis Duct Blaster has a fan flow accuracy of +/- 3 percent using either the DG-700 or DG-3 Digital Pressure Gauge. These calibration specifications include inaccuracies due to production tolerances of the fan and calibration error of the gauge.
3.1.a Determining Fan Flow and Using the Flow Rings:

Fan pressure readings from the flow sensor are easily converted to fan flow readings by using a Flow Conversion Table (see Appendix B), by reading flow directly from the digital pressure gauge, or through use of the TECBLAST Duct Leakage Test Software program. The Duct Blaster fan has 4 different flow capacity ranges depending on the configuration of Flow Rings on the fan inlet. Table 1 below shows the approximate flow range of the Duct Blaster fan under each of the 4 Flow Ring configurations. The greatest accuracy in fan flow readings will always be achieved by installing the Flow Ring with the smallest opening area, while still providing the necessary fan flow to pressurize the duct system to the test pressure. **Note:** When taking Duct Blaster measurements, stand at least 12 inches from the side of the fan inlet. Standing directly in front of the fan may affect the flow readings and result in erroneous measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Ring Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (CFM)</th>
<th>Minimum Fan Pressure (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open (no Flow Ring) *</td>
<td>1,500 – 600</td>
<td>25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 – 225</td>
<td>25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 – 90</td>
<td>25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 – 20</td>
<td>10 Pa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The "Open" configuration can only be used when using the Duct Blaster fan to pressurize the duct system, not when depressurizing the duct system (see Chapters 9-11 for more information on depressurization testing).

**Flow Ring Installation:**

To install any of the Flow Rings, place the ring against the inlet of the fan so that the outer edges of the ring roughly line up with the outer edge of the inlet flange on the fan. Be sure the nozzle located in the middle of the ring is pointing inward toward the fan motor.

Secure the outer edge of the Flow Ring and the fan flange together by pushing the black connecting trim over both edges all the way around the fan flange.

**Note:** You can also attach the Flow Rings using the four 2 inch long pieces of connecting trim found in the plastic parts bag stored in the accessory case.
In addition to the 3 Flow Rings, the Duct Blaster fan comes with a nylon fan cap to cover the inlet of fan, and a foam foot which can be used to stabilize the fan housing during fan operation.

3.2 Test Instrumentation (Pressure and Fan Flow Gauges)

There are two instrumentation options available with the Minneapolis Duct Blaster: the DG-700 or DG-3 Digital Gauges.

The DG-700 and DG-3 are differential pressure gauges which measure the pressure difference between either of their Input pressure taps and its corresponding bottom Reference pressure tap. Both gauges have two separate measurement channels which allows you to monitor the duct system pressure and fan pressure (air flow) signals during the duct airtightness test (the DG-700 allows for simultaneous display of both channels, while the DG-3 can display one channel at a time). In addition, both gauges are able to directly display air flow through the Duct Blaster fan. The digital gauge is shipped in a separate padded case which is stored in the Duct Blaster accessory case. Also included is a black mounting board to which the digital gauge can be attached using the Velcro strips found on the back of the gauge.

3.3 Fan Speed Controller

The Duct Blaster fan is controlled by a variable speed fan controller. Fan speed is adjusted using the adjustment knob on the face of the speed controller. The speed controller is clipped onto the black mounting board supplied with your Duct Blaster system. The Duct Blaster fan controller can be removed from the mounting board by sliding the controller clip off the board.
3.4 Flexible Extension Duct

The flexible extension duct consists of a 12 foot long section of 10" round flexible duct with one square and one round black plastic transition piece attached at either end. The flexible extension duct is used to connect the Duct Blaster fan to the duct system. The round transition piece connects to either the fan exhaust flange (pressurization testing) or the fan inlet flange (depressurization testing), while the square transition piece can be attached directly to a large return register, or installed at the air handler cabinet. The extension duct allows the Duct Blaster fan air flow to be easily directed to the duct system while leaving the fan on the floor or on a table.

The flexible extension duct is connected to the fan flange using black connecting trim. To connect the round transition piece to the Duct Blaster fan, first place the round transition piece against the fan flange so that the outer edges of the transition piece line up with the outer edge of the fan flange. Secure the outer edge of the transition piece and the fan flange together by pushing the black connecting trim over both edges all the way around the fan (similar to how Flow Rings are attached to the fan).

3.5 The Flow Conditioner

The flow conditioner is used whenever the flexible extension duct is connected to the inlet side (i.e. the side with the flow sensor) of the Duct Blaster fan.

The two primary applications which require use of the flow conditioner are:

- conducting a duct leakage test in the depressurization mode (i.e. pulling air out of the duct system (see Chapter 9).
- using the Duct Blaster as a powered flow hood to measure flows through supply registers (see Chapter 13).

The flow conditioner consists of a round one-inch wide perforated foam disk which is stored in the Duct Blaster accessory case. The flow conditioner is inserted into the round transition piece (part of the flexible extension duct) before the round transition piece is connected to the inlet flange of the Duct Blaster fan. The flow conditioner conditions the air flow upstream of the fan flow sensor to provide an accurate fan flow reading when the flex duct is connected to the inlet side of the fan.

To install the flow conditioner, first line up the crescent shaped key slot on the outside of the foam disk with the key indentation inside the round transition piece. Insert the flow conditioner all the way into the round transition piece until it is pushed beyond the three small round indentations located on the inside of the transition piece, and up tightly against the ridge stop. When fully engaged, the three round indentations will hold the flow conditioner in place during fan operation.
3.6 Duct Blaster Carrying Case

The Duct Blaster system is stored in the lightweight fabric carrying case. A shoulder strap on the carrying case provides an easy method for carrying the system to and from testing locations. Inside the carrying case you will also find the Operation Manual, laminated flow table, extra tubing and a static pressure probe.

3.7 TECBLAST Duct Airtightness Test Software (Optional)

TECBLAST is a duct airtightness test analysis program for Windows computers. The TECBLAST program can be used to calculate and display test results from a Duct Blaster airtightness test. In addition, TECBLAST's choice of professional looking reports makes it simple to present the results of the test to your customers.

3.7.a TECBLAST Features:

- Designed specifically for use with Minneapolis Duct Blaster Systems.
- Easy entry of all test data.
- Calculation and display of test results including leakage rate in cubic feet per minute (CFM), leakage area in square inches, leakage as a percent of system air flow, and estimated annual system efficiency loss from the measured leakage rate.
- Built-in report generator and file storage features.
- TECBLAST lets you print your company logo directly on the reports.
- On-line Help.
- Compatible with all Windows computers.

Note: If you purchased TECBLAST, you will receive a separate software operation manual. A 30 day demonstration copy of TECBLAST is available from The Energy Conservatory's website at www.energyconservatory.com.
Chapter 4    Prepare the Duct System and Building for Testing

In order to conduct a duct airtightness test, you will need to prepare both the duct system and building. This typically includes temporarily sealing off intentional openings in the duct system (e.g. registers), and adjusting HVAC controls. The following setup procedures are recommended by The Energy Conservatory. If you are conducting the airtightness test according to a specific program guideline, the program guidelines may require you to set up the duct system and building differently than described below.

- Adjust the HVAC system controls so that the air handler fan does not turn on during the test.

- Temporarily seal off all supply and return registers (except any central return register being used to connect the Duct Blaster system to the duct system - see Chapter 5). A quick and easy way to temporarily seal registers is to use Duct Mask™ temporary register sealing material. A sample roll of Duct Mask is provided with your Duct Blaster system and additional rolls can be purchased from The Energy Conservatory. It is also possible to tape directly over the register with high quality painter's masking tape and masking paper. Most local hardware stores carry both painter's masking tape and hand-held dispensers of masking paper.

  Note: Be sure to read the instructions provided with the Duct Mask before applying to registers. Importantly, it is best not to extend Duct Mask beyond the register because of the risk of damaging paint or wall paper. While in most applications it would be ideal to seal any leakage between the register and the wall (or ceiling, floor), there is often too great a risk of damage. Also, Duct Mask should not be applied to registers that have been painted (i.e. not the original factory finish).

- Temporarily seal off all combustion air and ventilation air inlets which are directly connected to the duct system. This is usually done by sealing the inlet opening on the outside of the building, but can also be done by temporarily removing the inlet from the ductwork and taping off the opening.

- Turn off all exhaust fans, vented dryers, and room air conditioners.

- Turn off all vented combustion appliances if there is a possibility that the space containing the appliance will be depressurized during the test procedure.

- Remove all filters from the duct system and air handler cabinet. If the Duct Blaster is installed at a central return grille, also remove the filter from that grille.

- If ducts run through unconditioned spaces such as attics, garages or crawlspace, open vents, access panels, or doors between those spaces and the outside to eliminate pressure changes during the test procedure. This should also be done if the Duct Blaster fan will be installed in an unconditioned space (e.g. connected to an air handler located in a garage or crawlspace). Pressure changes during the test in spaces containing ductwork or the Duct Blaster fan can bias the test results.
Chapter 5  Setting Up the Duct Blaster for Pressurization Testing

The following instructions are for conducting a duct airtightness pressurization test. Pressurization testing involves blowing air into the duct system with the Duct Blaster fan and measuring the duct system's leakage rate when it is subjected to a uniform test pressure. When conducting a pressurization test of the duct system, the inlet side of the Duct Blaster fan will be open to the room where the Duct Blaster is installed, and the exhaust side of the fan will be connected to the duct system, typically using the flexible extension duct. In this configuration, the fan housing rests on the floor or on a table while the square transition piece is connected to a central return grille, or the air handler cabinet access panel.

Note: During pressurization testing, the flow conditioner should not be installed in the round transition piece.

Information on how to conduct a duct airtightness depressurization test (i.e. pulling air out of the duct system) is discussed in Chapters 9 - 11. Both pressurization and depressurization tests typically provide similar test results. Use of one procedure over the other is primarily a matter of personal choice. If you are conducting the leakage test according to a specific program guideline, the program guidelines may specify which procedure to use.

5.1 Where to Install the Duct Blaster System?

For most duct testing applications, the Duct Blaster System will be connected to the duct system at a large central return, or at the air handler cabinet. In single, double or triple returned systems, the largest and closest return to the air handler is often the best choice. Large return grilles typically make a good choice because they provide the least resistance to air flow from the Duct Blaster fan. In addition, with this type of duct system, it is common to find the air handler in a location which is difficult to access such as an attic or crawlspace.

In multi-return systems (a return in every room), installing the Duct Blaster at the air handler cabinet is often the best choice. Return ductwork in multi-return systems is typically small in size, and as a result, can provide significant restriction to air flow. This restriction in air flow can reduce the maximum operating capacity of the Duct Blaster fan, can create large backpressures which can possibly degrade the fan calibration and can contribute to unequal pressures throughout the duct system. In addition, air handlers in these type of houses are commonly found in basements or air handler closets making them easy to access.
5.2 Connecting the Duct Blaster to the Duct System

The Duct Blaster System can be connected to the duct system at either a central return, or at the air handler cabinet (i.e. blower compartment access panel).

5.2.a Installing at a Central Return:

- **Option 1: Using the Flexible Extension Duct**
  
  The first step is to connect the square transition piece (from the flexible extension duct) to the return grille. The square transition piece is usually installed with the flex duct disconnected. **Note:** Be sure the filter has been removed from the grille filter rack before attaching the transition piece.
  
  Place the square transition piece up against the middle of the grille and seal the transition piece to the grille with tape. We recommend using high quality painter's masking tape. You may also use the two 10” bungee cords provided with your Duct Blaster to hold the transition piece in place before using tape to make a final seal.

  Once the square transition piece is in place, seal off the remaining opening of the return grille with tape. Now slide the flex duct fully over the round flange of the square transition piece, and tightly secure the flex duct using the black Velcro strap attached to the end of the flex duct. Always position the Duct Blaster fan to minimize very large bends in the flex duct (e.g. over 90 degree bend), particularly where the flex duct is attached to the fan.

- **Option 2: Using the Optional Filter Grille Attachment Panel**
  
  An optional 20”x20” filter grille attachment panel is available from TEC to provide for quick attachment of the Duct Blaster fan to the filter slot of a central return. To use the attachment panel, first open the filter grille door, remove the existing filter, and push the attachment panel into the open filter slot. The H-channel gasket on the edges of the attachment panel should provide an airtight seal between the panel and the filter slot, and should hold the panel in place. You may now secure the Duct Blaster fan directly to the attachment panel using the 4 clips mounted on the panel. The clips are pushed down onto the exhaust flange of the Duct Blaster fan.

  **Note:** This attachment method is very useful if you will be using the Duct Blaster system to also measure total air handler flow (see Chapter 13) on a single return duct system, and the return ductwork is substantially airtight. In addition, this method provides greater fan flow by reducing restrictions caused by the flex duct.
5.2.b Installing at the Air Handler Cabinet:

- **Option 1: Using the Flexible Extension Duct**

You will need a piece of cardboard (at least the size of the access panel), a box cutter, and masking tape.

First remove the access panel to the blower compartment. Cut a piece of cardboard approximately the same size as the blower compartment opening. Now cut a square hole in the center of the cardboard which is approximately one inch smaller than the outer flange on the square transition piece. It is helpful to pencil an outline of the transition piece onto the cardboard before cutting. Center the square transition piece over the hole in the cardboard and tape the transition piece to the cardboard using tape.

Now insert the cardboard into the access opening of the blower compartment (with the square transition piece remaining outside of the air handler cabinet). Tape the cardboard to the air handler cabinet making sure to you have made an airtight seal on all sides.

Slide the flex duct fully over the round flange of the square transition piece, and tightly secure the flex duct using the black Velcro strap attached to the flex duct. Always position the Duct Blaster fan to minimize very large bends in the flex duct (e.g. over 90 degree bend), particularly where the flex duct is attached to the fan.

- **Option 2: Connecting the Fan Without the Flexible Extension Duct**

The Duct Blaster fan can be connected directly to the air handler cabinet without the flexible extension duct attached. The easiest way to install the fan without the extension duct is to tape the exhaust flange of the fan to a piece of cardboard which has a round hole cut out which is slightly smaller than the outside diameter of the exhaust flange. The cardboard can then be sealed in place of the blower compartment access panel. The fan is light enough (7 pounds) so that masking tape will hold the fan to the cardboard without additional support. Attaching the Duct Blaster in this way provides greater fan flow by reducing restrictions caused by the flex duct.
5.3 The Gauge Mounting Board

The black mounting board for the DG-700 or DG-3 digital pressure gauge and fan speed controller can be attached to any door or vertical surface using the C-clamp connected to the back of the board. The mounting board can also be attached to a horizontal surface by rotating the clamp 90 degrees. The gauge mounting board can also be placed on the floor near the Duct Blaster fan.

5.4 Gauge Tubing Connections for Pressurization Testing

The Duct Blaster comes with 2 pieces of color coded tubing - a 15 foot length of green tubing for measuring duct system pressure, and a 10 foot length of red tubing to measure fan pressure and flow. Connect the tubing to the gauge(s) as shown below:

5.4.a DG-700:

**Note:** If the air flow exiting from the Duct Blaster is severely obstructed by the air handler fan or other air handler components, this may significantly reduce the total flow capacity of the Duct Blaster. If this is a problem, try attaching the Duct Blaster fan to the blower compartment access opening using a small cardboard box rather than a flat piece of cardboard. This will tend to increase the Duct Blaster fan flow by providing less restriction to air flow as it enters the air handler blower compartment.
5.4.b DG-3:

Connect the Green tubing to the Channel A Input tap. The other end of the Green tubing will be connected to the duct system (section 5.5.a).

Channel A Reference tap should be connected to the inside of the building (if the Duct Blaster fan is installed inside the building, leave the tap open).

Connect the Red tubing to the Channel B Input tap. The other end of the Red tubing will be connected to Brass tap on the Duct Blaster fan (section 5.6.a).

Channel B Reference tap should be connected to the space where the Duct Blaster fan is installed. If the fan and gauge are in the same space, leave the tap open.

5.5 Selecting a Location to Measure Duct System Pressure

During the airtightness test we will need to measure the pressure in the duct system created by the Duct Blaster fan. The duct pressure will be measured using the tubing connected to Channel A of the digital gauge. Choose one of the following three most common locations to measure duct pressure:

- A main supply trunkline makes a very good choice due to its location approximately midway between the Duct Blaster fan and the supply registers.
- The supply plenum can be used if the Duct Blaster fan is installed at a central return.
- A supply register can also be used.

Note: If the duct system is relatively airtight (e.g. less than 200 cfm of leakage at 25 Pascals), the pressure in the duct system will tend to be quite uniform during the test and any of the 3 locations above will provide very consistent results. If the duct system is very leaky (e.g. more than 500 cfm of leakage at 25 Pascals), there may be large pressure differences from one part of the duct system to another during the test. In this case, the choice of pressure measurement locations may effect the test results.

For example in a very leaky duct system, using the farthest supply register from the air handler will tend to result in a higher leakage rate than would occur from using a supply trunkline, the supply plenum or a register close to the air handler. In the case of very leaky systems, the operator may wish to conduct 2 separate tests (one with the pressure measurement location farthest from the air handler and one with a location close to the air handler) and average the 2 test results. For many duct testing programs, the choice of pressure measurement location is predetermined by the program guidelines.
5.5 Insert the Pressure Probe:

- When Using a Supply Trunkline or Supply Plenum:
  
  Drill a small (1/4" to 3/8" OD) hole into the plenum to allow a static pressure probe to be installed (a static pressure probe is provided with the Duct Blaster system). Insert the static pressure probe into the hole and be sure the static pressure probe is pointed into the air stream that will be generated by the Duct Blaster fan. Connect the remaining end of the Green tubing to the static pressure probe. If you need additional tubing, connect the extra 30' of clear tubing stored in the accessory case to the Green tubing using one of the plastic tubing connectors.

- When Using a Supply Register:
  
  When using a supply register to measure duct pressure, insert the remaining end of the Green tubing through the Duct Mask or tape covering the register. When measuring duct pressure at a supply register, use of a static pressure probe is not necessary.

5.6 Tubing and Electrical Connections to the Fan

5.6.a Connect Red Tubing to the Fan:

The remaining end of the Red tubing should be connected to the brass pressure tap on the Duct Blaster fan housing.

5.6.b Electrical Connections:

Connect the female plug from the fan speed controller to the male power receptacle on the fan housing. To connect the female plug, line up the plug with the three metal pins on the fan receptacle and push the plug completely onto the pins. Now secure the plug to the fan by pushing the locking ring from the plug against the fan and turning the ring clockwise until it locks in place. The remaining cord (power cord) should be plugged into a power outlet that is compatible with the voltage of the fan motor (be sure the fan controller knob is turned all the way counter clockwise to the "off" position before plugging into the power outlet). The standard Duct Blaster System sold in the United States is compatible with 110V AC power.

Note: The Duct Blaster fan motor is not reversible
Chapter 6  Conducting a Total Leakage Pressurization Test

This chapter covers the test procedures for conducting a Total Leakage Pressurization Test. The Total Leakage Pressurization Test is used to measure the duct leakage rate in the entire duct system (including leaks in the air handler cabinet), when the duct system is subjected to a uniform test pressure. The Total Leakage Pressurization Test measures both duct leakage to the outside of the building (e.g. leaks to attics, crawlspaces, garages and other zones that are open to the outside), and duct leakage to the inside of the building. This test procedure requires use of a Duct Blaster system only.

Figure 1: Illustration of Total Leakage Pressurization Test
(at a Test Pressure of 25 Pascals)
with Duct Blaster Fan Installed at Air Handler

The air flow through the Duct Blaster fan required to pressurize the duct system to the test pressure is the measured total duct leakage rate.

The following instructions assume you have set up the Duct Blaster system for a pressurization test as outlined in Chapter 5 above. Information on how to conduct a Total Leakage Depressurization Test (i.e. pulling air out of the duct system) is discussed in Chapters 9 and 10.
Note: It is possible to separately measure total supply and return duct leaks by installing a temporary barrier in either the supply or return opening to the air handler cabinet. With a temporary barrier in place, each side of the duct system can be tested independently. It is also possible to separately measure supply and return leakage before the air handler or furnace unit has been installed.

6.1 Final Preparations (Open a Door or Window to the Outside)

Open a door or window between the building and outside to prevent changes in building pressure when the Duct Blaster fan is running. We want to prevent changes in building pressures because the pressure difference across duct leaks will be different for leaks to the inside of the building compared with leaks to the outside. Changes in building pressure could be caused by:

- If the Duct Blaster is installed inside the building and there are large leaks between the duct system and outside, pressurizing the duct system with building air may depressurize the building relative to outside.

- If the Duct Blaster is installed in an unconditioned space (attic, garage or crawlspace air handler), pressuring the duct system with outside air may pressurize the building relative to outside.

6.2 Choosing the Test Pressure and Number of Test Readings

6.2.a Test Pressure:

For residential duct systems, we generally recommend that 25 Pascals (0.10 inches w.c.) be used as the test pressure. This pressure has been adopted by the majority of residential duct testing programs in the U.S. because 25 Pascals represents a typical operating pressure seen in many residential systems. In cases where 25 Pascals is not a representative pressure in the duct system being tested, it may be appropriate to use a different test pressure. For example, in small commercial HVAC systems which typically operate at higher duct pressures than residential systems, it may be appropriate to use a test pressure greater than 25 Pascals. In extremely leaky duct systems, such as duct systems found in many basement style houses, typical operating pressures in the duct system may be significantly less than 25 Pascals. In this case it may be appropriate to use a test pressure lower than 25 Pascals.

6.2.b Number of Test Readings:

The most common test procedure is to conduct a One-Point Test to measure duct airtightness. The One-Point Test utilizes a single measurement of Duct Blaster fan flow needed to produce the test pressure in the duct system. The One-Point Test provides a quick and simple way to measure duct leakage without the need to have a computer to analyze the test data (although a computer program like TECBLAST can still be useful to generate reports and store data).

The Multi-Point Test procedure involves testing the duct system over a range of test pressures and analyzing the data using a duct airtightness test computer program (e.g. TECBLAST). A typical Multi-Point Test of a residential duct system includes taking measurements at 5 different test pressures including 35 Pascals, 30, 25, 20 and 15 Pascals. Making multiple measurements allows some of the errors introduced by fluctuating pressures and operator error to be averaged out over several measurements, typically increasing test accuracy.
6.3 Total Leakage Test Procedures Using the DG-700

The following test procedures cover use of the DG-700 for both One-Point Tests and Multi-Point Tests. These procedures assume that a test pressure of 25 Pascals is being used.

a) Turn on the DG-700 and place it in the proper Mode:

- **DG-700: One-Point Test**

  Turn on the DG-700 by pressing the ON/OFF button. Press the MODE button three times to put the gauge into the **PR/FL @25** mode. In this specialized test mode, Channel A is used to measure duct system pressure while Channel B is used to display estimated duct leakage at a test pressure of 25 Pascals. The leakage estimate shown on Channel B is determined by mathematically adjusting the actual air flow from the Duct Blaster fan to a test pressure of 25 Pascals, using the real-time Channel A duct system pressure reading and a Can’t Reach Pressure (CRP) factor. CRP factors are discussed later in this Chapter.

- **DG-700: Multi-Point Test**

  Turn on the gauge by pressing the ON/OFF button. Press the MODE button once to put the gauge into the **PR/FL** mode. The **PR/FL** mode is a multi-purpose mode used to measure a test pressure on Channel A while simultaneously measuring air flow from the Duct Blaster fan on Channel B.

b) Optional measurement of baseline duct pressure (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

When conducting a total leakage test, we want to measure the change in duct system pressure caused by air flowing through the Duct Blaster fan. In order to measure this change accurately, we sometimes need to account for any existing pressures on the duct system caused by stack, wind and other driving forces. This existing duct system pressure is called the "baseline duct pressure".

In many cases, the baseline duct pressure will be very small or zero, and this section of the test procedure can be omitted. For example, during mild weather conditions (e.g. little wind and less than 20 degrees temperature difference between inside and outside the building), the baseline duct pressure will typically be less than 1 Pascal and omitting baseline pressure measurements will have little or no effect on the final test results.

If it is very windy or there are very large temperature differences between inside and outside, and the ducts are located in unconditioned zones (e.g. attics, crawlspaces or garages), baseline duct pressures may be greater than 1 Pascal and should be measured. The DG-700 has a built-in baseline measurement procedure which allows the user to quickly measure and record the baseline pressure on Channel A, and then display the baseline adjusted pressure. This feature makes it possible to "zero out" the baseline duct pressure on Channel A, and display the actual change in duct pressure caused by the Duct Blaster fan.

With the fan sealed off, begin a baseline duct pressure reading from Channel A by pressing the BASELINE button. The word “BASELINE” will begin to flash in the Channel A display indicating that the baseline feature has been initiated. Press START to start the baseline measurement. During a baseline measurement, Channel A will display a long-term average baseline pressure reading while Channel B is used as a timer in seconds to show the elapsed measurement time. When you are satisfied with the baseline measurement, press the ENTER button to accept and enter the baseline reading into the gauge. The Channel A display will now show an ADJ icon to indicate that it is displaying a baseline adjusted duct pressure value.
c) Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 600 CFM), you will want to start the test using the Open Fan configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 1, 2, or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (cfm) for Series B DB fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open (no Flow Ring)</td>
<td>1,500 - 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 - 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


d) Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

In order for the DG-700 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. Check, and adjust if necessary, the selected test Device (i.e. fan) and Configuration (i.e. Flow Ring) shown in the upper part of the gauge display to match the fan and Flow Ring being used in the test.

Press the DEVICE button to change the selected Duct Blaster fan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the fan is selected, the configuration of the fan can be selected by pressing the CONFIG button. The currently selected Flow Ring configuration is shown in the Config section of the gauge display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config Icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also be sure that Channel B is showing the proper air flow units for your test (this should typically be set to CFM). Units can be changed by pressing the UNITS button.

e) Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan:

- DG-700: One-Point Test

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. As the fan speed increases, the duct pressure displayed on Channel A should also increase. Continue to increase the fan speed until the duct pressure on Channel A is between +20 and +30 Pascals. Do not waste time adjusting and re-adjusting the fan speed control to achieve a test pressure of exactly +25 Pascals – just get close to the target pressure and make your measurement. As long you are using the PR/FL @25 mode and the test pressure displayed on Channel A is within 5 Pascals of the 25 Pascal target pressure, any errors introduced by estimating the leakage on Channel B will typically be very small (less than 1%).

Channel B will now display the One-Point CFM25 total leakage estimate. If the total leakage estimate is fluctuating more than desired, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by pressing the TIME AVG button and choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term averaging period. Record the CFM25 total leakage estimate and turn off the fan.
Whenever “-----” or “LO” appears on Channel B in the PR/FL Mode, the DG-700 can not calculate a reliable leakage estimate. The messages “-----” and “LO” appear on Channel B under the following three conditions:

- “-----” is continuously displayed when the duct test pressure from Channel A is below a minimum value of 5 Pascals. Estimating duct leakage results when the test pressure is below this value may result in unacceptably large errors. If possible, install a larger Flow Ring or remove the Flow Rings to generate more fan flow.

- “LO” is continuously displayed when there is negligible air flow through the test device.

- “LO” alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading through the device is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the test device configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a Flow Ring or a smaller Flow Ring).

Note: If you change the Flow Rings on the fan, be sure to change the Configuration setting on the gauge to match the installed Ring.

DG-700: Multi-Point Test

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. As the fan speed increases, the duct pressure displayed on Channel A should also increase. Increase the fan speed until you achieve the highest target duct pressure (e.g. +35 Pascals) on Channel A. The fan flow needed to create this duct pressure can be read directly from Channel B. Record the test readings (duct pressure and fan flow).

Now reduce the fan speed until the duct pressure equals the next target pressure (e.g. +30 Pa). Once again record the test readings. Continue this procedure for each of the remaining target pressures. Turn off the fan when the final set of readings are completed.

Enter the test readings into the TECBLAST software to generate your final CFM25 total leakage estimate. Note: Always enter a baseline pressure value of 0 into the TECBLAST Manual Data Entry Screen (because you either “zeroed out” the baseline pressure using the DG-700’s built-in baseline feature, or you skipped the optional baseline procedure).

Whenever “LO” appears on Channel B in the PR/FL Mode, the DG-700 can not calculate a reliable fan flow reading. The message “LO” appears on Channel B under the following two conditions:

- “LO” is continuously displayed when there is negligible air flow through the test device.

- “LO” alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading through the device is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the test device configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a Flow Ring or a smaller Flow Ring).

Note: If you change the Flow Rings on the fan, be sure to change the Configuration setting on the gauge to match the installed Ring.
6.4 Total Leakage Test Procedures Using the DG-3

The following test procedures cover use of the DG-3 for both One-Point Tests and Multi-Point Tests. These procedures assume that a test pressure of 25 Pascals is being used.

a) **Turn on the DG-3 and put it into the proper Mode (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).**

   Turn the CHANNEL knob to A, turn the MODE switch to Pressure, and put the RANGE switch in the Low Range position (200.0 Pa).

b) **Optional measurement of baseline duct pressure (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).**

   When conducting a total leakage test, we want to measure the change in duct system pressure caused by air flowing through the Duct Blaster fan. In order to measure this change accurately, we sometimes need to account for any existing pressures on the duct system caused by stack, wind and other driving forces. This existing duct system pressure is called the "baseline duct pressure".

   In many cases, the baseline duct pressure will be very small or zero, and this section of the test procedure can be omitted. For example, during mild weather conditions (e.g. little wind and less than 20 degrees temperature difference between inside and outside the building), the baseline duct pressure will typically be less than 1 Pascal and omitting baseline pressure measurements will have little or no effect on the final test results. If it is very windy or there are very large temperature differences between inside and outside, and the ducts are located in unconditioned zones (e.g. attics, crawlspaces or garages), baseline duct pressures may be greater than 1 Pascal and should be measured.

   If you are using the DG-3 gauge, the baseline duct pressure is read from Channel A of the gauge. With the fan sealed off, record the baseline duct pressure, including the sign of the reading (i.e. negative or positive reading). If the pressure is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by turning the Mode Switch to Time Select, choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term average, and then return the Mode Switch to the Pressure setting.

   **Note:** If you will be using the TECTITE software, the measured baseline building pressure will need to be entered into the program's Data Table.

c) **Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).**

   Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 600 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Open Fan configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 1, 2, or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (cfm) for Series B DB fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open (no Flow Ring)</td>
<td>1,500 - 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 - 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d) **Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).**

   In order for the DG-3 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. To select the fan type and fan configuration being used in your test, first turn the MODE knob to the Fan Select position. The gauge display will show "-SEL" to indicate that a fan type and fan configuration have not yet been selected. The fan type can be selected by toggling the SELECT Switch up. The fan configuration can be selected by toggling the SELECT switch down.
If the Display Shows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-SEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once you have input the fan configuration, turn the MODE knob back to Pressure, and then flip the RANGE switch to the 2000 setting (High Range).

e) Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan:

- **DG-3: One-Point Test**

Slowly turn the knob on the fan speed controller clockwise until the Duct Blaster fan motor engages and the blades begin to turn. The fan should be blowing air into the duct system. As the fan speed increases, duct pressure indicated on Channel A should also increase. Increase the fan speed until the duct system is pressurized to the chosen test pressure of 25 Pascals.

**Note:** If you measured a baseline duct pressure (Optional Section b), you may need to adjust the test pressure value (see below).

- If you measured a baseline duct pressure and are using the TECBLAST software, no adjustment is necessary.
- If you measured a baseline duct pressure and you are not using the TECBLAST software, you will need to manually adjust the test pressure by adding the baseline duct pressure to the test pressure value. For example, if the measured baseline duct pressure was (-2) Pascals, the new adjusted test pressure becomes 23 Pascals (25 Pascals + (-2 Pascals)). In other words, during the test you need to change the duct system pressure by 25 Pascals from our starting point pressure of (-2) Pascals.

After adjusting the fan speed to pressurize the duct system by 25 Pascals, turn the CHANNEL knob to Channel B, and turn the MODE switch to Flow. The gauge will now display the One-Point CFM25 total leakage estimate for the duct system. If the gauge display is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by turning the MODE Switch to Time Select, choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term average, and then returning to the Flow mode. Record the CFM25 total leakage estimate and turn off the fan.

(If the CFM flow reading on Channel B is blinking, see below):

- The CFM flow reading on Channel B will blink when the air flow reading through the fan is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the fan configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a Flow Ring or a smaller Flow Ring).
- If you change Flow Rings, be sure to use the Fan Select feature to update the gauge with the new Flow Ring installed before reconducting the test.
**DG-3: Multi-Point Test**

Slowly turn the knob on the fan speed controller clockwise until the Duct Blaster fan motor engages and the blades begin to turn. The fan should be blowing air into the duct system. As the fan speed increases, duct pressure indicated on Channel A should also increase. Increase the fan speed until you achieve the highest target duct pressure (e.g. +35 Pascals) on Channel A. Now determine the air flow through the fan needed to create this duct pressure by first turning the CHANNEL switch to Channel B, and then turning the MODE knob to the Flow position. The gauge will now display the flow through the fan. Record the test readings (duct pressure and fan flow).

Turn the CHANNEL switch back to Channel A and then turn the MODE knob back to the Pressure setting. Now reduce the fan speed until the duct pressure equals the next target pressure (e.g. +30 Pa). Once again determine the air flow from Channel B and record the test readings. Continue this procedure for each of the remaining target pressures. Turn off the fan when the final set of readings are completed.

Enter the test readings into the TECBLAST software to generate your final CFM25 total leakage estimate.

(If the CFM flow reading on Channel B is blinking, see below):

- The CFM flow reading on Channel B will blink when the air flow reading through the fan is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the fan configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a Flow Ring or a smaller Flow Ring).

- If you change Flow Rings, be sure to use the Fan Select feature to update the gauge with the new Flow Ring installed before reconducting the test.

### 6.5 Using the Can’t Reach Pressure Factors (One-Point Tests)

If you were performing a One-Point Test and the Duct Blaster fan was unable to pressurize the duct system by 25 Pascals because one of the Flow Rings was installed, remove the Flow Ring and repeat the test (removing the Flow Ring will increase the maximum air flow available from the fan). If you were not able to pressurize the duct system by Pascals (with the "Open Fan" running at full speed) because the duct system is extremely leaky, use the following instructions:

- **For DG-700 Users:**

  No adjustments to the test procedure above are necessary other than to make sure the gauge was in the PR/ FL @25 mode during the One-Point Test. If you can not achieve the target test pressure of approximately 25 Pascals because the duct system is extremely leaky, a CFM25 total leakage estimate will automatically be displayed on Channel B. The leakage estimate shown on Channel B is determined by continuously adjusting the measured air flow from the Duct Blaster fan to a test pressure of 25 Pascals, using the real-time Channel A duct pressure reading and the Can’t Reach Pressure Factors shown in Table 2 below.

- **For DG-3 Users:**

  Take your One-Point Test reading at the highest achievable duct pressure. Now manually use Table 2 below to estimate the amount of air flow through the Duct Blaster fan it would take to reach the target pressure. To use Table 2, determine the flow required to maintain the highest achievable duct pressure listed in the Table. Multiply this flow by the corresponding "Can't Reach Pressure (CRP) Factor" to estimate flow that would be required to maintain a 25 Pascal duct pressure.
Table 2: Can't Reach Pressure Factors (25 Pa Target)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: With no Flow Ring installed and the fan running full speed, you are able to achieve a duct system test pressure of 14 Pascals with a measured fan flow of 1,200 cfm. The corresponding CRP Factor for a duct pressure of 14 Pascals is 1.42. The estimated total duct leakage at a test pressure of 25 Pascals is $1,200 \times 1.42 = 1,704$ cfm.

Note: The TECBLAST program automatically applies the CRP Factors to One-Point Test data.

6.5.a Potential Errors In One-Point CFM25 Estimate from Using the CRP Factors:

Table 3 below show the potential errors in the One-Point CFM25 total leakage estimates from using the CRP factors. There are two main sources of error:

- The actual test pressure (Channel A) not being equal to the target pressure of 25 Pascals.
- The actual exponent of the leaks being measured differing from the assumed exponent of 0.60.

Table 3: Error in One-Point Leakage Estimate from CRP Factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual exponent “n”</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.55</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.65</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Pressure in Pa (Channel A)</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
<td>-9.6%</td>
<td>-14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
<td>-5.2%</td>
<td>-8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-1.1%</td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
<td>-1.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-4.8%</td>
<td>-2.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, Table 3 shows that for a One-Point 25 Pa duct airtightness test, a 4.5% error would be introduced if the leakage estimate was determined at an actual test pressure of 10 Pa (Channel A), and the actual exponent of the leaks was 0.55 rather than the assumed value of 0.60.

### 6.6 Unable to Reach a Target Building Pressure During a Multi-Point Test?

If the Duct Blaster fan was unable to achieve the highest target duct pressure (e.g. 35 Pascals) because one of the Flow Rings was installed, remove the Flow Ring and repeat the test. If you were not able to reach the highest target pressure with the "Open Fan" running at full speed because the duct system is extremely leaky, take your first set of test readings the highest achievable duct pressure. Continue your test by using the remaining target pressures which are less than the highest achievable pressure. Enter these test values into the TECBLAST program to generate your total leakage estimate.

### 6.7 Before Leaving the Building

Be sure you have returned the building to its original condition before leaving. This includes removing any temporary register seals, turning HVAC controls to their original settings and closing access doors or vents opened during the test. In addition, it is highly recommended that the test procedures outlined in Chapters 14 and 15 be performed before leaving the building.
This chapter covers the test procedures for conducting a **Leakage to Outside Pressurization Test**. The Leakage to Outside Test is used to measure the duct leakage rate to the outside of the building only, when the duct system is subjected to a uniform test pressure. This test procedure requires simultaneous use of both a Duct Blaster and Blower Door system.

During this procedure, a Blower Door fan will be used to pressurize the building to the test pressure, while the Duct Blaster system is used to pressurize the duct system to the same pressure as the building. Because the duct system and the building are at the same pressure, there will be little or no leakage between the ducts and the building during the leakage measurement.

![Figure 2: Illustration of Leakage to Outside Pressurization Test (at a Test Pressure of 25 Pascals) with Duct Blaster Fan Installed at Air Handler](image)

The air flow through the Duct Blaster fan required to pressurize the duct system to the same pressure as the building (while the Blower Door is pressurizing the building to the test pressure) is the measured duct leakage rate to the outside.
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The following instructions assume you have set up the Duct Blaster system for a pressurization test as outlined in Chapter 5 above. Information on how to conduct a Leakage to Outside Depressurization Test (i.e. pulling air out of the duct system) is discussed in Chapter 11.

**Note:** It is possible to separately measure supply and return duct leaks by installing a temporary barrier in either the supply or return opening to the air handler cabinet. With a temporary barrier in place, each side of the duct system can be tested independently. It is also possible to separately measure supply and return leakage before the air handler or furnace unit has been installed.

### 7.1 Final Preparations (Set Up Blower Door in Building)

Install the Blower Door system in a centrally located exterior door, including a gauge to measure building pressure. You will need to prepare the building for a Blower Door test as described in the Blower Door Operation Manual including closing all exterior doors and windows, opening all interior doors, and adjusting combustion appliances to remain off during the test. The Blower Door fan should be set up to pressurize (or blow air into) the building. Importantly, we will not be measuring air flow through the Blower Door fan during this test procedure. This means that the Blower Door fan can either be set up in the pressurization test mode, or it can be set up in the standard depressurization test mode, with the fan direction switch reversed to blow air into the building. Refer to your Blower Door manual for complete instructions on Blower Door system installation.

#### 7.1a Building Pressure Measurements:

During the test, you will need to monitor the change in building pressure caused by the Blower Door system. Typically the Blower Door building pressure gauge will be setup to measure building pressure with reference to the outside (this is the typical set up for a Blower Door test).

However, if you are testing a duct system that is located primarily in one unconditioned zone (e.g. a single attic or single crawlspace), you have the option of setting up the building pressure gauge to measure building pressure with reference to that zone, rather than with reference to outside. The purpose of making this change is to ensure that the duct leaks located in that zone are subjected to the full test pressure.

For example, it is possible that a crawlspace containing most of the ductwork may be significantly pressurized by air being forced into that zone from the Blower Door fan (through air leaks between the building and the crawlspace). In this case, you may underestimate the duct leakage rate if you are measuring building pressure with respect to outside during your test because the leaks in the crawlspace ductwork will not be subjected to the full test pressure (i.e. they will be subjected to the test pressure minus the crawlspace pressurization caused by the Blower Door fan). Changing the reference tap on the Blower Door building pressure gauge from outside to the crawlspace would eliminate the underestimation problem in this building.
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- Using a Digital Gauge to Monitor Building Pressure:

If you are using a separate DG-700 or DG-3 gauge to monitor building pressure, connect the outside building pressure tubing to the CHANNEL A Reference tap.

Connect the outside building pressure tubing to the CHANNEL A Reference tap. The other end of this tubing should either be run to the outside, or to the unconditioned zone which contains the majority of the ductwork.

7.2 Choose the Test Pressure

For the Leakage to Outside Pressurization Test, we will be simultaneously pressurizing the duct system and the building to the same test pressure. For residential duct systems, we generally recommend that 25 Pascals (0.10 inches w.c.) be used as the test pressure. This pressure has been adopted by the majority of residential duct testing programs in the U.S. because 25 Pascals represents a typical operating pressure seen in many residential systems. In cases where 25 Pascals is not a representative pressure in the duct system being tested, it may be appropriate to use a different test pressure. For example, in small commercial HVAC systems which typically operate at higher duct pressures than residential systems, it may be appropriate to use a test pressure greater than 25 Pascals. In extremely leaky duct systems (e.g. more than 600 cfm of leakage at 25 Pascals), such as duct systems found in many basement style houses, the typical operating pressures in the duct system may be significantly less than 25 Pascals. In this case it may be appropriate to use a test pressure lower than 25 Pascals.

7.3 Leakage to Outside Test Procedures Using the DG-700

The following test procedure covers use of the DG-700 for the Leakage to Outside Test procedure. This procedure assumes that a test pressure of 25 Pascals is being used.

a) Turn on the building pressure gauge and pressurize the building to 25 Pascals.

Turn on the Blower Door building pressure gauge and set it to measure pressure on Channel A. Slowly turn on the Blower Door fan and begin to pressurize the building. Increase the Blower Door fan speed until the building is pressurized to the test pressure of 25 Pascals, as measured on the building pressure gauge. In leaky buildings, you may need to remove all Flow Rings from the Blower Door fan in order pressurize the building to the test pressure. Leave the Blower Door fan running.

Note: If you have an APT system to control your Blower Door system, use the Cruise Control feature in the TECTITE software to maintain a building pressure of 25 Pascals.

b) Turn on the Duct Blaster DG-700 and put it in the proper Mode.

Turn on the Duct Blaster gauge by pressing the ON/OFF button. Press the MODE button once to put the gauge into the PR/FL mode. The PR/FL mode is a multi-purpose mode used to measure a test pressure on Channel A while simultaneously measuring air flow from the Duct Blaster fan on Channel B.
c) Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan.

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 600 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Open Fan configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 1, 2, or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (cfm) for Series B DB fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open (no Flow Ring)</td>
<td>1,500 - 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 - 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d) Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge.

In order for the DG-700 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. Check, and adjust if necessary, the selected test Device (i.e. fan) and Configuration (i.e. Flow Ring) shown in the upper part of the gauge display to match the fan and Flow Ring being used in the test.

Press the Device button to change the selected Duct Blaster fan.

**Device Icon**
- DB A: Series A Duct Blaster fan
- DB B: Series B Duct Blaster fan

Once the fan is selected, the configuration of the fan can be selected by pressing the Config button. The currently selected Flow Ring configuration is shown in the Config section of the gauge display.

**Config Icon**
- OPEN: No Flow Ring
- A1: Ring 1
- B2: Ring 2
- C3: Ring 3

Also be sure that Channel B is showing the proper air flow units for your test (this should typically be set to CFM). Units can be changed by pressing the Units button.

e) Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan.

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. The Duct Blaster fan should be blowing air into the duct system. Increase the Duct Blaster fan speed until the pressure between the duct system and the building (Channel A on the Duct Blaster DG-700) reads zero. Leave the Duct Blaster fan running.

f) Re-check the building pressure.

Re-check the building pressure gauge and if necessary, re-adjust the Blower Door fan speed to maintain a test building pressure of 25 Pascals.

g) Re-check the duct pressure.

Re-check the Duct Blaster system and if necessary, re-adjust the Duct Blaster fan until the pressure between the duct system and the building reads zero (Channel A on the Duct Blaster DG-700). Channel B on the Duct Blaster DG-700 will now display the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate. If the leakage estimate is fluctuating more than desired, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by pressing the TIME AVG button and choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term averaging period. Record the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate and turn off both the Blower Door and Duct Blaster fans.
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(If “LO” appears on Channel B, see below).

Whenever “LO” appears on Channel B in the PR/FL Mode, the DG-700 can not calculate a reliable fan flow reading. The message “LO” appears on Channel B under the following two conditions:

- “LO” is continuously displayed when there is negligible air flow through the test device.
- “LO” alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading through the device is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the test device configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a Flow Ring or a smaller Flow Ring).

Note: If you change the Flow Rings on the fan, be sure to change the Configuration setting on the gauge to match the installed Ring.

7.4 Leakage to Outside Test Procedures Using the DG-3

The following test procedure covers use of the DG-3 for the Leakage to Outside Test procedure. This procedure assumes that a test pressure of 25 Pascals is being used.

a) Turn on the building pressure gauge and pressurize the building to 25 Pascals.

Turn on the Blower Door building pressure gauge and set it to measure pressure on Channel A. Slowly turn on the Blower Door fan and begin to pressurize the building. Increase the Blower Door fan speed until the building is pressurized to the test pressure of 25 Pascals, as measured on the building pressure gauge. In leaky buildings, you may need to remove all Flow Rings from the Blower Door fan in order pressurize the building to the test pressure. Leave the Blower Door fan running.

Note: If you have an APT system to control your Blower Door system, use the Cruise Control feature in the TECTITE software to maintain a building pressure of 25 Pascals.

b) Turn on the Duct Blaster DG-3 and put it in the proper Mode.

Turn the CHANNEL knob to A, turn the MODE switch to Pressure, and put the RANGE switch in the High Range position (2000 Pa).

c) Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan.

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 600 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Open Fan configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 1, 2, or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

d) Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge.

In order for the DG-3 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. To select the fan type and fan configuration being used in your test, first turn the MODE knob to the Fan Select position. The gauge display will show “SEL” to indicate that a fan type and fan configuration have not yet been selected. The fan type can be selected by toggling the SELECT Switch up. The fan configuration can be selected by toggling the SELECT switch down.
If the Display Shows | Description
--- | ---
-SEL | Begin fan type selection by toggling the SELECT switch up twice.
8-0 | This indicates that you have chosen the Series B Duct Blaster fan, and that the fan is in the "Open" inlet configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). To change the fan inlet configuration for the Duct Blaster fan, toggle the SELECT switch down.
8-1 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 1 installed.
8-2 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 2 installed.
8-3 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 3 installed.

e) **Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan.**

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. The Duct Blaster fan should be blowing air into the duct system. Increase the Duct Blaster fan speed until the pressure between the duct system and the building (Channel A on the Duct Blaster DG-3) reads zero. Leave the Duct Blaster fan running.

f) **Re-check the building pressure.**

Re-check the building pressure gauge and if necessary, re-adjust the Blower Door fan speed to maintain a test building pressure of 25 Pascals.

g) **Re-check the duct pressure.**

Re-check the Duct Blaster system and if necessary, re-adjust the Duct Blaster fan until the pressure between the duct system and the building reads zero (Channel A on the Duct Blaster DG-3). After re-adjusting the fan speed, turn the CHANNEL knob to Channel B, and turn the MODE switch to Flow. The gauge will now display the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate. If the gauge display is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by turning the MODE Switch to Time Select, choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term average, and then returning to the Flow mode. Record the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate and turn off both the Blower Door and Duct Blaster fans.

(If the CFM flow reading on Channel B is blinking, see below):
- The CFM flow reading on Channel B will blink when the air flow reading through the fan is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the fan configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a Flow Ring or a smaller Flow Ring).
- If you change Flow Rings, be sure to use the Fan Select feature to update the gauge with the new Flow Ring installed before reconducting the test.

### 7.5 What If You Can Not Pressurize the Building to the Test Pressure with the Blower Door Fan?

If the Blower Door system is unable to pressurize the building to the test pressure because one of the Flow Rings was installed on the Blower Door fan, remove the Flow Ring and repeat the test. If you are not able to pressurize the building to the test pressure because the building is too leaky, then you will need to conduct the test at the highest achievable building pressure and use the Can't Reach Pressure Factors below to estimate the final duct leakage rate.
Table 4: Can't Reach Pressure Factors (25 Pa Target)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: With the Blower Door fan running at full speed (& no Flow Rings attached), you are only able to pressurize the building to 18 Pascals. While the Blower Door is pressurizing the building to 18 Pascals, adjust the Duct Blaster fan to create zero pressure between the duct system and the building. At this point the measured Duct Blaster fan flow is 450 cfm. The corresponding CRP Factor for a building pressure of 18 Pascals is 1.22. The estimated duct leakage to outside at a test pressure of 25 Pascals is 450 x 1.22 = 549 cfm.

\[
\text{Can’t Reach Pressure Factor} = \left\{ \frac{25}{\text{Current Test Pressure (Pa)}} \right\}^{0.60} \]

Note: The TECBLAST program automatically applies the CRP Factors to test data.

7.6 What If You Can Not Pressurize the Duct System to the Same Pressure as the Building with the Duct Blaster Fan?

If the Duct Blaster fan was unable to create a pressure difference of zero between the duct system and the building (while the Blower Door is pressurizing the building to the test pressure) because one of the Flow Rings was installed, remove the Flow Ring from the Duct Blaster fan and repeat the test. If you were not able to create a pressure difference of zero because the duct system is extremely leaky to the outside, then the test will need to be performed at a lower building pressure and the Can’t Reach Pressure Factors (Table 4) used to estimate the final duct leakage rate.

Example: Because you were unable to create a pressure difference of zero between the duct system and the building, re-adjust the Blower Door to pressurize the building to a lower pressure (e.g. 20 Pascals). While the Blower Door is running, adjust the Duct Blaster fan to create a pressure difference of zero between the duct system and the building. If you are still unable to create a pressure difference of zero, repeat the test at an even lower building pressure (e.g. 15 Pascals). Finally, multiply the flow through the Duct Blaster fan needed to create a pressure difference of zero by the appropriate CRP factor.
For example, with the Blower Door pressurizing the building to 15 Pascals, the flow through the Duct Blaster fan needed to create a pressure difference of zero (between the duct system and the building) is 1,200 cfm. The corresponding CRP Factor for a building pressure of 15 Pascals is 1.36. The estimated duct leakage to outside at a test pressure of 25 Pascals is \(1200 \times 1.36 = 1,632\) cfm.

**Note:** The TECBLAST program will automatically apply the CRP Factors to test data.

### 7.7 Before Leaving the Building

Be sure you have returned the building to its original condition before leaving. This includes removing any temporary register seals, turning HVAC controls to their original settings and closing access doors or vents opened during the test. In addition, it is highly recommended that the test procedures outlined in Chapters 14 and 15 be performed before leaving the building.
Chapter 8  Test Results

Basic test results from a duct airtightness test can be manually calculated to provide a quick assessment of the leakage rate of the duct system. For more complicated calculation procedures including analysis of Multi-Point Test data and estimated annual system efficiency losses from duct leakage, we recommend that you use the TECBLAST program.

8.1 Basic Duct Airtightness Test Results

Duct airtightness test results can be presented in a number of standardized formats.

8.1.a Duct Leakage at 25 Pascals:

- **Total Leakage at 25 Pascals:**

  Total Duct Leakage at 25 Pascals is a measurement of the duct leakage rate (in cubic feet per minute) which occurs when the entire duct system is subjected to a uniform test pressure of 25 Pascals (0.1 inches of water column). The air flow through the Duct Blaster fan required to pressurize (or depressurize) the duct system to the test pressure is the measured total duct leakage rate. Total duct leakage includes both duct leakage to the outside of the building (e.g. leaks to attics, crawlspaces, garages and other zones that are open to the outside), and duct leakage to the inside of the building.

- **Leakage to Outside at 25 Pascals:**

  Leakage to Outside at 25 Pascals is a measurement of the duct leakage rate (in cubic feet per minute) to the outside of the building only, when the duct system is subjected to a uniform test pressure of 25 Pascals (0.1 inches of water column). The air flow through the Duct Blaster fan required to pressurize (or depressurize) the duct system to the same pressure as the building, while a Blower Door is pressurizing (or depressurizing) the building to the test pressure, is the measured duct leakage rate. Duct leakage to the outside of a building typically has a much larger impact on HVAC system performance than does duct leakage to the inside of a building.

**Note:** A test pressure of 25 Pascals has been adopted by the majority of residential duct testing programs in the U.S. because 25 Pascals represents a typical operating pressure seen in many residential systems. In cases where 25 Pascals is not a representative duct system pressure, it may be appropriate to use a different test pressure.

Duct leakage rates for houses can vary dramatically based on the construction style and age of the building. Below are duct leakage test results from a few field tests of new and existing homes around the United States.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Average Total Leakage at 25 Pa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28 New Houses in Arizona (1996)</td>
<td>310 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 New Houses in Pacific Northwest (1995)</td>
<td>166 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 New Houses in California (1997)</td>
<td>144 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 New Houses in Minnesota (1993)</td>
<td>1,463 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Existing Houses in Pacific Northwest</td>
<td>379 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121 Existing Houses in California</td>
<td>220 cfm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.1. b  Normalizing Duct Leakage for the Size of the HVAC System and Building:

In order to compare the leakage rate of various duct systems, it is useful to adjust (or normalize) the leakage test results for the size of the HVAC system and the building. This allows easy comparison of duct airtightness tests conducted on various size buildings or HVAC systems with each other, or with program standards. The two most common variables used to normalize are the total HVAC system airflow rate, and the floor area of the building.

- **Duct Leakage as a % of Total System Airflow:**

  One way to compare the leakage rate of various duct systems is to express the leakage rate as a percent of total airflow through the air handler. Duct Leakage as a Percentage of Total System Airflow is calculated by dividing the duct leakage rate by the air handler flow rate. Air handler flow rates can be estimated using the temperature rise method, or by directly measuring the airflow using a TrueFlow™ Air Handler Flow Meter or the Duct Blaster pressure matching method (see Chapter 13). For multiple speed air handler fans, the lowest fan speed is typically used.

  \[
  \text{Duct Leakage as a % of Total System Airflow} = \frac{\text{Duct Leakage at 25 Pa (cfm)}}{\text{Total System Airflow (cfm)}} \times 100
  \]

  California's recently revised Title 24 Energy Code requires that all new houses have a measured total duct leakage rate of less than 6% of total system airflow.

- **Duct Leakage as a Percent of Floor Area:**

  Another useful way to compare the leakage rate in different duct systems is to compare the measured duct leakage rate to the conditioned floor area of the building. Duct Leakage as a Percent of Floor Area is calculated by dividing the duct leakage rate by the conditioned floor area of the building.

  \[
  \text{Duct Leakage as a % of Floor Area} = \frac{\text{Duct Leakage at 25 Pa (cfm)}}{\text{Floor Area (square feet)}} \times 100
  \]

  Over the past decade, a number of residential new construction programs have specified a maximum duct leakage target using Duct Leakage as a Percentage of Floor Area. These programs have typically specified maximum target leakage rates ranging from 3% to 6%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location Description</th>
<th>Average Leakage to Outside at 25 Pa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32 New Manufactured Houses in US (1996)</td>
<td>120 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Existing Manufactured Houses in Pacific Northwest</td>
<td>242 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Existing Houses in Pacific Northwest</td>
<td>221 cfm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Existing Houses in Arkansas</td>
<td>410 cfm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.1.c Leakage Areas:

Once you have performed an airtightness test on the duct system and have quantified the leakage rate, it is possible to calculate a Leakage Area of the duct system in square inches. The Leakage Area estimate can be a useful way to visualize the physical size of all cumulative leaks in the duct system. The Leakage Area is defined in this manual as the size of a sharp edged hole (i.e. orifice) which would leak at the same flow rate as the measured duct system leakage, if the hole was subjected to the test pressure.

To calculate the Leakage Area, you first need to know the leakage rate of the duct system in cubic feet per minute (cfm), and the test pressure at which the leakage test was conducted (e.g. 25 Pa). Knowing these two variables, we can use the following equation to calculate the Equivalent Orifice Leakage Area (EOLA):

\[
\text{EOLA (sq. in.)} = \frac{\text{Duct System Leakage Rate (cfm)}}{1.06 \times \sqrt{\text{test pressure (Pa)}}}
\]

Note: Leakage Area calculations are performed automatically in the TECBLAST program.

Table 5: Example Leakage Area Calculations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Leakage Rate</th>
<th>Equiv. Orifice Leakage Area (test pressure at 25 Pa)</th>
<th>Equiv. Orifice Leakage Area (test pressure at 50 Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 CFM</td>
<td>9.4 sq. in.</td>
<td>6.7 sq. in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 CFM</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 CFM</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 CFM</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 CFM</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 CFM</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350 CFM</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2 Additional Test Result Options (requires use of TECBLAST software)

8.2.a Estimated System Efficiency Losses:

The TECBLAST program contains a simple method for estimating HVAC system losses from field measurements of duct leakage. This method uses a duct leakage measurement along with a number of assumptions about the HVAC and duct system (including system airflow, average operating pressure in the ductwork, the breakdown of leakage between supply and return side, and the energy loss penalty from supply and return leaks) to estimate an energy loss penalty for heating or cooling. Information on the model used in the TECBLAST program can be found in Appendix E.
Note: Because duct leakage loss calculations are extremely complex, the estimation technique in TECBLAST should be used with caution and should be viewed only as a rough estimate of the magnitude of losses possible. The leakage rate of a duct system determined using the airtightness test procedures listed in this manual may differ from the leakage rates occurring in the duct system under actual operating conditions. In addition, the duct leakage loss estimates do not include many important but complex impacts on system efficiency including latent load impacts, heat pump strip heating impacts, conduction losses, increases in infiltration from dominant duct leakage, or interactions of leakage on mechanical operating efficiencies, all of which can be significant depending on the type and location of the system being tested. We do not recommend that this simple model be used for research purposes, program design studies or impact evaluations. More sophisticated duct leakage loss models are available and better suited to these needs. Listed below are three references to other duct leakage loss models:


8.2.b Duct Leakage Curve:

Once the duct leakage test data has been collected and entered into the TECBLAST program, it is plotted on a Test Graph and a "best-fit" regression line (called the Duct Leakage Curve) is drawn through the plotted data. The Duct Leakage Curve can be used to estimate the leakage rate of the duct system at any pressure. If you conduct a single point test, TECBLAST assumes an exponent (n) of 0.60 in its calculation procedures.

The Duct Leakage Curve is defined by the variables Coefficient (C) and Exponent (n) in the following equation:

\[ Q = C \times P^n \]

where:
- \( Q \) is leakage into (or out of) the duct system (in CFM).
- \( C \) is the Coefficient.
- \( P \) is the pressure difference between inside and outside of the duct system (in Pascals).
- \( n \) is the Exponent.
Chapter 9  Setting Up the Duct Blaster for Depressurization Testing

The following instructions are for conducting a duct leakage depressurization test. Depressurization testing involves pulling air out of the duct system with the Duct Blaster fan and measuring the duct system's leakage rate when it is subjected to a uniform test pressure. When conducting a depressurization test of the duct system, the exhaust side of the Duct Blaster fan will be open to the room where the Duct Blaster is installed, and the inlet side of the fan will be connected to the flexible extension duct. In this configuration, the fan housing typically rests on the floor or on a table while the square transition piece is connected to a central return register, or the air handler cabinet access panel.

Note: During depressurization testing, the flow conditioner should always be installed in the round transition piece (see Section 9.1 below).

Information on how to conduct a duct leakage pressurization test (i.e. pushing air into the duct system) is discussed in Chapters 5 - 7. Both pressurization and depressurization tests typically provide similar leakage results. Use of one procedure over the other is primarily a matter of personal choice. If you are conducting the leakage test according to a specific program guideline, the program guidelines may specify which procedure to use.

9.1 Installing the Flow Conditioner and Flow Ring

When conducting a duct leakage depressurization test, the flow conditioner and one of the Flow Rings must always be installed. The flow conditioner consists of a round one-inch wide perforated foam disk which is stored in the Duct Blaster accessory case. The flow conditioner is inserted into the round transition piece by lining up the crescent shaped key slot on the outside of the foam disk with the key indentation inside the round transition piece, and pushing the disk tightly into the transition piece and up against the ridge stop.

Before attaching the round transition piece (with flow conditioner installed) to the inlet side of the Duct Blaster fan, first place one of the Flow Rings against the fan inlet. Use the Flow Ring which you think will provide the appropriate air flow range for the test. Don't worry if you install the wrong Flow Ring, they can be changed during the test procedure.

### Fan Flow Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Ring Configuration *</th>
<th>Flow Range (CFM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 – 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 – 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 – 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A Flow Ring must always be installed when depressurization testing.
Secure both the Flow Ring and round transition piece to the fan inlet flange using the black connecting trim. Because the flexible extension duct and one of the Flow Rings must always be used when using the Duct Blaster to conduct a depressurization test, the maximum air flow achievable during a depressurization test is approximately 800 cfm.

9.2 Where to Install the Duct Blaster System?

See Section 5.1 - this section is the same for both pressurization and depressurization testing.

9.3 Connecting the Duct Blaster to the Duct System

See Sections 5.2.a (Option 1) and 5.2.b (Option 1).

Note: When conducting a depressurization test, the flexible extension duct must always be used to connect the Duct Blaster to the duct system. In addition, once the flexible extension duct has been connected to the duct system (at either a central return or the air handler cabinet), the flex duct should be stretched relatively straight for about 4 feet in front of the Duct Blaster fan.

9.4 Gauge Tubing Connections for Depressurization Testing

The Digital Pressure Gauges come with 2 pieces of color coded tubing - a 15 foot length of green tubing for measuring duct system pressure, and a 10 foot length of red tubing to measure fan pressure and flow. In addition, a 30 foot length of clear hose is stored in the Duct Blaster carrying case. Connect the tubing to the gauge(s) as shown below:

9.4.a DG-700:

Connect the Green tubing to the Channel A Input tap. The other end of the Green tubing will be connected to the duct system (section 9.5).

Connect the Red tubing to the Channel B Input tap. The other end of the Red tubing will be connected to the Brass tap on the Duct Blaster fan (section 9.6.a).

Connect the Clear tubing to the Channel B Reference tap. The other end of the Clear tubing will be connected to the plastic tap on the round transition piece (section 9.6.b).

Channel A Reference tap should be connected to the inside of the building (if the Duct Blaster fan is installed inside the building, leave the tap open).
9.4.b DG-3:

Connect the Green tubing to the Channel A Input tap. The other end of the Green tubing will be connected to the duct system (section 9.5).

Channel A Reference tap should be connected to the inside of the building (if the Duct Blaster fan is installed inside the building, leave the tap open).

Connect the Red tubing to the Channel B Input tap. The other end of the Red tubing will be connected to Brass tap on the Duct Blaster fan (section 9.6.a).

Connect the Clear tubing to the Channel B Reference tap. The other end of the Clear tubing will be connected to the plastic tap on the round transition piece (section 9.6.b).

Once the tubing has been attached, turn the CHANNEL knob to A, turn the MODE switch to Pressure, and put the RANGE switch in the Low Range (200.0 Pa) position.

9.5 Selecting a Location to Measure Duct System Pressure

See Section 5.5 - this section is the same for both pressurization and depressurization testing.

9.6 Tubing and Electrical Connections to the Fan

9.6.a Connect Red Tubing to the Fan:

The remaining end of the Red tubing should be connected to the brass pressure tap on the Duct Blaster fan housing.

9.6.b Connect Clear Tubing to the Round Transition Piece:

The remaining end of the Clear tubing should be connected to the plastic pressure tap on the round transition piece (which is installed on the inlet of the Duct Blaster fan).
9.6.c Electrical Connections:

Connect the female plug from the fan speed controller to the male power receptacle on the fan housing. To connect the female plug, line up the plug with the three metal pins on the fan receptacle and push the plug completely onto the pins. Now secure the plug to the fan by pushing the locking ring from the plug against the fan and turning the ring clockwise until it locks in place. The remaining cord (power cord) should be plugged into a power outlet that is compatible with the voltage of the fan motor (be sure the fan controller knob is turned all the way counter clockwise to the "off" position before plugging into the power outlet). The standard Duct Blaster system sold in the United States is compatible with 110V AC power.

**Note:** The Duct Blaster fan motor is not reversible.
Chapter 10  Conducting a Total Leakage Depressurization Test

This chapter covers the test procedures for conducting a Total Leakage Depressurization Test. The Total Leakage Depressurization Test is used to measure the duct leakage rate in the entire duct system (including leaks in the air handler cabinet) when the duct system is subjected to a uniform test pressure. The Total Leakage Depressurization Test measures both leakage to the outside of the building (e.g. leaks to attics, crawlspaces, garages and other zones that are open to the outside), and leakage to the inside of the building. This test procedure requires use of a Duct Blaster system only.

The air flow through the Duct Blaster fan required to depressurize the duct system to the test pressure is the measured total duct leakage rate.

The following instructions assume you have set up the Duct Blaster system for a depressurization test as outlined in Chapter 9 above. Information on how to conduct a Total Leakage Pressurization Test (i.e. blowing air into the duct system) is discussed in Chapter 6.
Note: It is possible to separately measure total supply and return duct leaks by installing a temporary barrier in either the supply or return opening to the air handler cabinet. With a temporary barrier in place, each side of the duct system can be tested independently. It is also possible to separately measure supply and return leakage before the air handler or furnace unit has been installed.

10.1 Final Preparations (Open a Door or Window to the Outside)

- Open a door or window between the building and outside to prevent changes in building pressure when the Duct Blaster fan is running. We want to prevent changes in building pressures because the pressure difference across duct leaks will be different for leaks to the inside of the building compared with leaks to the outside. Changes in building pressure could be caused by:

  ⇒ If the Duct Blaster is installed inside the building and there are large leaks between the duct system and outside, depressurizing the duct system may pressurize the building relative to outside.

  ⇒ If the Duct Blaster is installed in an unconditioned space (attic, garage or crawlspace air handler), depressurizing the duct system may depressurize the building relative to outside.

10.2 Choosing the Test Pressure and Number of Test Readings

10.2.a Test Pressure:

For residential duct systems, we generally recommend that -25 Pascals (-0.10 inches w.c.) be used as the test pressure. This pressure has been adopted by the majority of residential duct testing programs in the U.S. because 25 Pascals represents a typical operating pressure seen in many residential systems. In cases where 25 Pascals is not a representative pressure in the duct system being tested, it may be appropriate to use a different test pressure. For example, in small commercial HVAC systems which typically operate at higher duct pressures than residential systems, it may be appropriate to use a test pressure greater than 25 Pascals. In extremely leaky duct systems, such as duct systems found in many basement style houses, typical operating pressures in the duct system may be significantly less than 25 Pascals. In this case it may be appropriate to use a test pressure lower than 25 Pascals.

10.2.b Number of Test Readings:

The most common test procedure is to conduct a One-Point Test to assess duct airtightness. The One-Point Test utilizes a single measurement of Duct Blaster fan flow needed to produce the test pressure in the duct system. The One-Point Test provides a quick and simple way to measure duct leakage without the need to have a computer to analyze the test data (although a computer program like TECBLAST can still be useful to generate reports and store data).

The Multi-Point Test procedure involves testing the duct system over a range of test pressures and analyzing the data using a duct airtightness test computer program (e.g. TECBLAST). For example, a typical Multi-Point Test of a residential duct system includes taking measurements at 5 different test pressures including -35 Pascals, -30, -25, -20 and -15 Pascals. Making multiple measurements allows some of the errors introduced by fluctuating pressures and operator error to be averaged out over several measurements, typically increasing test accuracy.
10.3 Total Leakage Test Procedures Using the DG-700

The following test procedures cover use of the DG-700 for both One-Point Tests and Multi-Point Tests. These procedures assume that a test pressure of -25 Pascals is being used.

a) Turn on the DG-700 and place it in the proper Mode:

- **DG-700: One-Point Test**
  
  Turn on the gauge by pressing the ON/OFF button. Press the MODE button three times to put the gauge into the PR/FL @25 mode. In this specialized test mode, Channel A is used to measure duct system pressure while Channel B is used to display estimated total duct leakage at a test pressure of -25 Pascals. The leakage estimate shown on Channel B is determined by mathematically adjusting the actual air flow from the Duct Blaster fan to a test pressure of -25 Pascals, using the real-time Channel A duct system pressure reading and a Can’t Reach Pressure (CRP) factor. CRP factors are discussed later in this Chapter.

- **DG-700: Multi-Point Test**
  
  Turn on the gauge by pressing the ON/OFF button. Press the MODE button once to put the gauge into the PR/FL mode. The PR/FL mode is a multi-purpose mode used to measure a test pressure on Channel A while simultaneously measuring air flow from the Duct Blaster fan on Channel B.

b) **Optional measurement of baseline duct pressure** (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

When conducting a total leakage test, we want to measure the change in duct system pressure caused by air flowing through the Duct Blaster fan. In order to measure this change accurately, we sometimes need to account for any existing pressures on the duct system caused by stack, wind and other driving forces. This existing duct system pressure is called the "baseline duct pressure".

In many cases, the baseline duct pressure will be very small or zero, and this section of the test procedure can be omitted. For example, during mild weather conditions (e.g. little wind and less than 20 degrees temperature difference between inside and outside the building), the baseline duct pressure will typically be less than 1 Pascal and omitting baseline pressure measurements will have little or no effect on the final test results.

If it is very windy or there are very large temperature differences between inside and outside, and the ducts are located in unconditioned zones (e.g. attics, crawlspaces or garages), baseline duct pressures may be greater than 1 Pascal and should be measured. The DG-700 has a built-in baseline measurement procedure which allows the user to quickly measure and record the baseline pressure on Channel A, and then display the baseline adjusted pressure. This feature makes it possible to "zero out" the baseline duct pressure on Channel A, and display the actual change in duct pressure caused by the Duct Blaster fan.

With the fan sealed off, begin a baseline duct pressure reading from Channel A by pressing the BASELINE button. The word “BASELINE” will begin to flash in the Channel A display indicating that the baseline feature has been initiated. Press START to start the baseline measurement. During a baseline measurement, Channel A will display a long-term average baseline pressure reading while Channel B is used as a timer in seconds to show the elapsed measurement time. When you are satisfied with the baseline measurement, press the ENTER button to accept and enter the baseline reading into the gauge. The Channel A display will now show an ADJ icon to indicate that it is displaying a baseline adjusted duct pressure value.
c) **Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).**

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 500 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Ring 1 configuration. As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 2 or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (cfm) for Series B DB fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 - 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


d) **Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).**

In order for the DG-700 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. Check, and adjust if necessary, the selected test Device (i.e. fan) and Configuration (i.e. Flow Ring) shown in the upper part of the gauge display to match the fan and Flow Ring being used in the test.

Press the **DEVICE** button to change the selected Duct Blaster fan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Icon</th>
<th>Series A Duct Blaster fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the fan is selected, the configuration of the fan can be selected by pressing the **CONFIG** button. The currently selected Flow Ring configuration is shown in the Config section of the gauge display.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config Icon</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>No Flow Ring (Note: When depressurizing, a Flow Ring must be installed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Ring 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Ring 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Ring 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also be sure that **Channel B** is showing the proper air flow units for your test (this should typically be set to **CFM**). Units can be changed by pressing the **UNITS** button.

e) **Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan:**

- **DG-700: One-Point Test**

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. The fan should be pulling air out of the duct system. As the fan speed increases, the duct pressure displayed on **Channel A** should also increase. Continue to increase the fan speed until the duct pressure on **Channel A** is between -20 and -30 Pascals. Do not waste time adjusting and re-adjusting the fan speed control to achieve a test pressure of exactly -25 Pascals – just get close to the target pressure and make your measurement. As long you are using the **PR/ FL @25** mode and the test pressure displayed on **Channel A** is within 5 Pascals of the -25 Pascal target pressure, any errors introduced by estimating the leakage on **Channel B** will typically be very small (less than 1%).

**Channel B** will now display the One-Point CFM25 total leakage estimate. If the total leakage estimate is fluctuating more than desired, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by pressing the **TIME AVG** button and choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term averaging period. Record the CFM25 total leakage estimate and turn off the fan.
Whenever “-----” or “LO” appears on Channel B in the PR/ FL Mode, the DG-700 can not calculate a reliable leakage estimate. The messages “-----” and “LO” appear on Channel B under the following three conditions:

- “-----” is continuously displayed when the duct test pressure from Channel A is below a minimum value of -5 Pascals. Estimating duct leakage results when the test pressure is below this value may result in unacceptably large errors. If possible, install a larger Flow Ring to generate more fan flow.

- “LO” is continuously displayed when there is negligible air flow through the test device.

- “LO” alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading through the device is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the test device configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a smaller Flow Ring).

**Note:** If you change the Flow Rings on the fan, be sure to change the Configuration setting on the gauge to match the installed Ring.

- **DG-700: Multi-Point Test**

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. The fan should be pulling air out of the duct system. As the fan speed increases, the duct pressure displayed on Channel A should also increase. Increase the fan speed until you achieve the highest target duct pressure (e.g. -35 Pascals) on Channel A. The fan flow needed to create this duct pressure can be read directly from Channel B. Record the test readings (duct pressure and fan flow).

Now reduce the fan speed until the duct pressure equals the next target pressure (e.g. -30 Pa). Once again record the test readings. Continue this procedure for each of the remaining target pressures. Turn off the fan when the final set of readings are completed.

Enter the test readings into the TECBLAST software to generate you final CFM25 total leakage estimate. **Note:** Always enter a baseline pressure value of 0 into the TECBLAST Manual Data Entry Screen (because you either “zeroed out” the baseline pressure using the DG-700’s built-in baseline feature, or you skipped the optional baseline procedure).

(If “LO” appears on Channel B, see below).

Whenever “LO” appears on Channel B in the PR/ FL Mode, the DG-700 can not calculate a reliable fan flow reading. The message “LO” appears on Channel B under the following two conditions:

- “LO” is continuously displayed when there is negligible air flow through the test device.

- “LO” alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading through the device is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the test device configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a smaller Flow Ring).

**Note:** If you change the Flow Rings on the fan, be sure to change the Configuration setting on the gauge to match the installed Ring.
10.4 Total Leakage Test Procedures Using the DG-3

The following test procedures cover use of the DG-3 for both One-Point Tests and Multi-Point Tests. These procedures assume that a test pressure of -25 Pascals is being used.

a) Turn on the DG-3 and put it into the proper Mode (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

Turn the CHANNEL knob to A, turn the MODE switch to Pressure, and put the RANGE switch in the Low Range position (200.0 Pa).

b) Optional measurement of baseline duct pressure (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

When conducting a total leakage test, we want to measure the change in duct system pressure caused by air flowing through the Duct Blaster fan. In order to measure this change accurately, we sometimes need to account for any existing pressures on the duct system caused by stack, wind and other driving forces. This existing duct system pressure is called the "baseline duct pressure".

In many cases, the baseline duct pressure will be very small or zero, and this section of the test procedure can be omitted. For example, during mild weather conditions (e.g. little wind and less than 20 degrees temperature difference between inside and outside the building), the baseline duct pressure will typically be less than 1 Pascal and omitting baseline pressure measurements will have little or no effect on the final test results. If it is very windy or there are very large temperature differences between inside and outside, and the ducts are located in unconditioned zones (e.g. attics, crawspaces or garages), baseline duct pressures may be greater than 1 Pascal and should be measured.

If you are using the DG-3 gauge, the baseline duct pressure is read from Channel A of the gauge. With the fan sealed off, record the baseline duct pressure, including the sign of the reading (i.e. negative or positive reading). If the pressure is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by turning the Mode Switch to Time Select, choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term average, and then return the Mode Switch to the Pressure setting.

Note: If you will be using the TECTITE software, the measured baseline building pressure will need to be entered into the program's Data Table.

c) Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 500 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Ring 1 configuration. As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 2 or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (cfm) for Series B DB fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 - 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d) Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge (same for both One-Point and Multi-Point Tests).

In order for the DG-3 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. To select the fan type and fan configuration being used in your test, first turn the MODE knob to the Fan Select position. The gauge display will show "-SEL" to indicate that a fan type and fan configuration have not yet been selected. The fan type can be selected by toggling the SELECT Switch up. The fan configuration can be selected by toggling the SELECT switch down.
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If the Display Shows | Description
-SEL | Begin fan type selection by toggling the SELECT switch up twice.
8-0 | This indicates that you have chosen the Series B Duct Blaster fan, and that the fan is in the "Open" inlet configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). Note: When depressurizing, a Flow Ring must be installed.
   To change the fan inlet configuration for the Duct Blaster fan, toggle the SELECT switch down.
8-1 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 1 installed.
8-2 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 2 installed.
8-3 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 3 installed.

Once you have input the fan configuration, turn the MODE knob back to Pressure, and then flip the RANGE switch to the 2000 setting (High Range).

e) Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan:

- **DG-3: One-Point Test**
  Slowly turn the knob on the fan speed controller clockwise until the Duct Blaster fan motor engages and the blades begin to turn. The fan should be pulling air out of the duct system. As the fan speed increases, duct pressure indicated on Channel A should also increase. Increase the fan speed until the duct system is depressurized to the chosen test pressure of -25 Pascals.

  **Note:** If you measured a baseline duct pressure (Optional Section b), you may need to adjust the test pressure value (see below).

  - If you measured a baseline duct pressure and are using the TECBLAST software, no adjustment is necessary.
  - If you measured a baseline duct pressure and you are not using the TECBLAST software, you will need to manually adjust the test pressure by adding the baseline duct pressure to the test pressure value. For example, if the measured baseline duct pressure was (-2) Pascals, the new adjusted test pressure becomes -27 Pascals (-25 Pascals + (-2 Pascals)). In other words, during the test you need to change the duct system pressure by 25 Pascals from our starting point pressure of (-2) Pascals.

After adjusting the fan speed to depressurize the duct system by -25 Pascals, turn the CHANNEL knob to Channel B, and turn the MODE switch to Flow. The gauge will now display the One-Point CFM25 total leakage estimate for the duct system. If the gauge display is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by turning the MODE Switch to Time Select, choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term average, and then returning to the Flow mode. Record the CFM25 total leakage estimate and turn off the fan.

  (If the CFM flow reading on Channel B is blinking, see below):

  - The CFM flow reading on Channel B will blink when the air flow reading through the fan is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the fan configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a smaller Flow Ring).

If you change Flow Rings, be sure to use the Fan Select feature to update the gauge with the new Flow Ring installed before reconducting the test.
**DG-3: Multi-Point Test**

Slowly turn the knob on the fan speed controller clockwise until the Duct Blaster fan motor engages and the blades begin to turn. The fan should be pulling air out of the duct system. As the fan speed increases, duct pressure indicated on Channel A should also increase. Increase the fan speed until you achieve the highest target duct pressure (e.g. -35 Pascals) on Channel A. Now determine the air flow through the fan needed to create this duct pressure by first turning the CHANNEL switch to Channel B, and then turning the MODE knob to the Flow position. The gauge will now display the flow through the fan. Record the test readings (duct pressure and fan flow).

Turn the CHANNEL switch back to Channel A and then turn the MODE knob back to the Pressure setting. Now reduce the fan speed until the duct pressure equals the next target pressure (e.g. -30 Pa). Once again determine the air flow from Channel B and record the test readings. Continue this procedure for each of the remaining target pressures. Turn off the fan when the final set of readings are completed.

Enter the test readings into the TECBLAST software to generate your final CFM25 total leakage estimate. (If the CFM flow reading on Channel B is blinking, see below):

- The CFM flow reading on Channel B will blink when the air flow reading through the fan is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the fan configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a smaller Flow Ring).

- If you change Flow Rings, be sure to use the Fan Select feature to update the gauge with the new Flow Ring installed before reconducting the test.

**10.5 Using the Can’t Reach Pressure Factors (One-Point Tests)**

If you were performing a One-Point Test and the Duct Blaster fan was unable to depressurize the duct system by -25 Pascals because one of the smallest Flow Rings was installed (e.g. Ring 2 or 3), replace the Flow Ring with a larger Flow Ring (e.g. Ring 1) to increase the maximum air flow available from the fan. If you were not able to depressurize the duct system by –25 Pascals because the duct system is extremely leaky, use the following instructions:

- **For DG-700 Users:**

  No adjustments to the test procedure above are necessary other than to make sure the gauge was in the PR/ FL @25 mode during the One-Point Test. If you can not achieve the target test pressure of approximately -25 Pascals because the duct system is extremely leaky, a CFM25 total leakage estimate will automatically be displayed on Channel B. The leakage estimate shown on Channel B is determined by continuously adjusting the measured air flow from the Duct Blaster fan to a test pressure of -25 Pascals, using the real-time Channel A duct pressure reading and the Can’t Reach Pressure Factors shown in Table 6 below.

- **For DG-3 Users:**

  Take your One-Point Test reading at the highest achievable duct pressure. Now manually use Table 6 below to estimate the amount of air flow through the Duct Blaster fan it would take to reach the target pressure. To use Table 6, determine the flow required to maintain the highest achievable duct pressure listed in the Table. Multiply this flow by the corresponding "Can't Reach Pressure (CRP) Factor" to estimate flow that would be required to maintain a -25 Pascal duct pressure.
Table 6: Can't Reach Pressure Factors (-25 Pa Target)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-24</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-23</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-21</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-19</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-18</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: With Ring 1 installed and the fan running full speed, you are able to achieve a duct system test pressure of -14 Pascals with a measured fan flow of 700 cfm. The corresponding CRP Factor for a duct pressure of -14 Pascals is 1.42. The estimated total duct leakage at a test pressure of -25 Pascals is 700 x 1.42 = 994 cfm.

\[
\text{Can't Reach Pressure Factor} = \left\{ \frac{25}{\text{Current Test Pressure (Pa)}} \right\}^{0.60}
\]

Note: The TECBLAST program automatically applies the CRP Factors to One-Point Test data.

10.5.a Potential Errors In One-Point CFM25 Estimate from Using the CRP Factors:

Table 7 below show the potential errors in the One-Point CFM25 total leakage estimates from using the CRP factors. There are two main sources of error:

- The actual test pressure (Channel A) not being equal to the target pressure of -25 Pascals.
- The actual exponent of the leaks being measured differing from the assumed exponent of 0.60.

Table 7: Error in One-Point Leakage Estimate from CRP Factor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual exponent “n”</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.55</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.65</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Pressure in Pa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Channel A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-8.4%</td>
<td>-17.5%</td>
<td>-27.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-4.7%</td>
<td>-9.6%</td>
<td>-14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-2.6%</td>
<td>-5.2%</td>
<td>-8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>-1.1%</td>
<td>-2.3%</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-25</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-1.8%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-35</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
<td>-1.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-4.8%</td>
<td>-2.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, Table 7 shows that for a *One-Point* 25 Pa duct airtightness test, a 4.5% error would be introduced if the leakage estimate was determined at an actual test pressure of -10 Pa (*Channel A*), and the actual exponent of the leaks was 0.55 rather than the assumed value of 0.60.

10.6 Unable to Reach a Target Building Pressure During a Multi-Point Test?

If the Duct Blaster fan was unable to achieve the highest target duct pressure (e.g. -35 Pascals) because one of the smallest Flow Rings was installed (e.g. Ring 2 or Ring 3), replace the Flow Ring with a Larger Flow Ring (e.g. Ring 1) and repeat the test. If you were not able to reach the highest target pressure because the duct system is extremely leaky, take your first set of test readings the highest achievable duct pressure. Continue your test by using the remaining target pressures which are less than the highest achievable pressure. Enter these test values into the TECBLAST program to generate your total leakage estimate.

10.7 Before Leaving the Building

Be sure you have returned the building to its original condition before leaving. This includes removing any temporary register seals, turning HVAC controls to their original settings and closing access doors or vents opened during the test. In addition, it is highly recommended that the test procedures outlined in Chapters 14 and 15 be performed before leaving the building.
Chapter 11   Conducting a Leakage to Outside Depressurization Test

This chapter covers the test procedures for conducting a Leakage to Outside Depressurization Test. The Leakage to Outside Test is used to measure the duct leakage rate to the outside of the building only, when the duct system is subjected to a uniform pressure. This test procedure requires simultaneous use of both a Duct Blaster and Blower Door system.

During this test procedure a Blower Door fan will be used to depressurize the building to the test pressure, while the Duct Blaster system is used to depressurize the duct system to the same pressure as the building. Because the duct system and the building are at the same pressure, there will be no leakage between the ducts and building during the leakage rate measurement.

The air flow through the Duct Blaster fan required to depressurize the duct system to the same pressure as the building (while the Blower Door is depressurizing the building to the test pressure) is the measured duct leakage rate to the outside.
The following instructions assume you have set up the Duct Blaster system for a depressurization test as outlined in Chapter 9 above. Information on how to conduct a Leakage to Outside Pressurization Test (i.e. blowing air into the duct system) is discussed in Chapter 7.

**Note:** It is possible to separately measure supply and return duct leaks by installing a temporary barrier in either the supply or return opening to the air handler cabinet. With a temporary barrier in place, each side of the duct system can be tested independently. It is also possible to separately measure supply and return leakage before the air handler or furnace unit have been installed.

### 11.1 Final Preparations (Set Up Blower Door in Building)

Install the Blower Door system in a centrally located exterior door, including a gauge to measure building pressure. You will need to prepare the building for a Blower Door test as described in the Blower Door Operation Manual including closing all exterior doors and windows, opening all interior doors, and adjusting combustion appliances to remain off during the test. The Blower Door fan should be set up to depressurize (or blow air out of) the building. Importantly, we will not be measuring air flow through the Blower Door fan during this test procedure. This means that the Blower Door system can either be set up in the standard depressurization test mode, or it can be set up in the pressurization test mode, with the fan direction switch reversed to blow air out of the building. Refer to your Blower Door manual for complete instructions on Blower Door system installation.

#### 11.1.a Building Pressure Measurements:

During the test, you will need to monitor the change in building pressure caused by the Blower Door system. Typically the Blower Door building pressure gauge will be setup to measure building pressure with reference to the outside (this is the typical set up for a Blower Door test).

However, if you are testing a duct system that is located primarily in one unconditioned zone (e.g. a single attic or single crawlspace), you have the option of setting up the gauge to measure building pressure with reference to that zone, rather than with reference to outside. The purpose of making this change is to ensure that the duct leaks located in that zone are subjected to the full test pressure.

For example, it is possible that a crawlspace containing most of the ductwork may be significantly depressurized by air being pulled out of that zone from the Blower Door fan (through air leaks between the building and the crawlspace). In this case, you may underestimate the duct leakage rate if you are measuring building pressure with respect to outside during your test because the leaks in the crawlspace ductwork will not be subjected to the full test pressure (i.e. they will be subjected to the test pressure minus the crawlspace depressurization caused by the Blower Door fan). Changing the reference tap on the Blower Door building pressure gauge from outside to the crawlspace would eliminate the underestimation problem in this building.
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•  **Using a Digital Gauge to Monitor Building Pressure:**

If you are using a separate DG-700 or DG-3 gauge to monitor building pressure, connect the outside building pressure tubing to the CHANNEL A Reference tap.

![Image: Using a Digital Gauge to Monitor Building Pressure](image)

11.2  **Choose the Test Pressure**

For the Leakage to Outside Depressurization Test, we will be simultaneously depressurizing the duct system and the building to the same test pressure. For residential duct systems, we generally recommend that -25 Pascals (-0.10 inches w.c.) be used as the test pressure. This pressure has been adopted by the majority of residential duct testing programs in the U.S. because 25 Pascals represents a typical operating pressure seen in many residential systems. In cases where 25 Pascals is not a representative pressure in the duct system being tested, it may be appropriate to use a different test pressure. For example, in small commercial HVAC systems which typically operate at higher duct pressures than residential systems, it may be appropriate to use a test pressure greater than 25 Pascals. In extremely leaky duct systems (e.g. more than 600 cfm of leakage at 25 Pascals), such as duct systems found in many basement style houses, the typical operating pressures in the duct system may be significantly less than 25 Pascals. In this case it may be appropriate to use a test pressure lower than 25 Pascals.

11.3  **Leakage to Outside Test Procedures Using the DG-700**

The following test procedure covers use of the DG-700 for the Leakage to Outside Test procedure. This procedure assumes that a test pressure of -25 Pascals is being used.

a)  **Turn on the building pressure gauge and depressurize the building to 25 Pascals.**

Turn on the Blower Door building pressure gauge and set it to measure pressure on Channel A. Slowly turn on the Blower Door fan and begin to depressurize the building. Increase the Blower Door fan speed until the building is depressurized to the test pressure of -25 Pascals, as measured on the building pressure gauge. In leaky buildings, you may need to remove all Flow Rings from the Blower Door fan in order depressurize the building to the test pressure. Leave the Blower Door fan running.

**Note:** If you have an APT system to control your Blower Door system, use the Cruise Control feature in the TECTITE software to maintain a building pressure of -25 Pascals.

b)  **Turn on the Duct Blaster DG-700 and put it in the proper Mode.**

Turn on the Duct Blaster gauge by pressing the ON/OFF button. Press the MODE button once to put the gauge into the PR/FL mode. The PR/FL mode is a multi-purpose mode used to measure a test pressure on Channel A while simultaneously measuring air flow from the Duct Blaster fan on Channel B.
c) **Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan.**

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 500 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Ring 1 configuration. As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 2 or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (cfm) for Series B DB fan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 - 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 - 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 - 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**d) Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge.**

In order for the DG-700 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. Check, and adjust if necessary, the selected test Device (i.e. fan) and Configuration (i.e. Flow Ring) shown in the upper part of the gauge display to match the fan and Flow Ring being used in the test.

Press the **DEVICE** button to change the selected Duct Blaster fan.

**Device Icon**
- **DB A** Series A Duct Blaster fan
- **DB B** Series B Duct Blaster fan

Once the fan is selected, the configuration of the fan can be selected by pressing the **CONFIG** button. The currently selected Flow Ring configuration is shown in the Config section of the gauge display.

**Config Icon**
- **OPEN** No Flow Ring *(Note: When depressurizing, a Flow Ring must be installed.)*
- **A1** Ring 1
- **B2** Ring 2
- **C3** Ring 3

Also be sure that **Channel B** is showing the proper air flow units for your test (this should typically be set to **CFM**). Units can be changed by pressing the **UNITS** button.

**e) Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan.**

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. The Duct Blaster fan should be pulling air out of the duct system. Increase the Duct Blaster fan speed until the pressure between the duct system and the building (**Channel A** on the Duct Blaster DG-700) reads **zero**. Leave the Duct Blaster fan running.

**f) Re-check the building pressure.**

Re-check the building pressure gauge and if necessary, re-adjust the Blower Door fan speed to maintain a test building pressure of -25 Pascals.

**g) Re-check the duct pressure.**

Re-check the Duct Blaster system and if necessary, re-adjust the Duct Blaster fan until the pressure between the duct system and the building reads zero (**Channel A** on the Duct Blaster DG-700). **Channel B** on the Duct Blaster DG-700 will now display the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate. If the leakage estimate is fluctuating more than desired, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by pressing the **TIME AVG** button and choosing the 5 or 10 second or **Long-term averaging** period. Record the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate and turn off both the Blower Door and Duct Blaster fans.
Whenever “LO” appears on Channel B in the PR/FL Mode, the DG-700 can not calculate a reliable fan flow reading. The message “LO” appears on Channel B under the following two conditions:

- “LO” is continuously displayed when there is negligible air flow through the test device.
- “LO” alternates with a flow reading when the air flow reading through the device is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the test device configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a smaller Flow Ring).

Note: If you change the Flow Rings on the fan, be sure to change the Configuration setting on the gauge to match the installed Ring.

11.4 Leakage to Outside Test Procedures Using the DG-3

The following test procedure covers use of the DG-3 for the Leakage to Outside Test procedure. This procedure assumes that a test pressure of -25 Pascals is being used.

a) Turn on the building pressure gauge and depressurize the building to 25 Pascals.

Turn on the Blower Door building pressure gauge and set it to measure pressure on Channel A. Slowly turn on the Blower Door fan and begin to depressurize the building. Increase the Blower Door fan speed until the building is depressurized to the test pressure of -25 Pascals, as measured on the building pressure gauge. In leaky buildings, you may need to remove all Flow Rings from the Blower Door fan in order depressurize the building to the test pressure. Leave the Blower Door fan running.

Note: If you have an APT system to control your Blower Door system, use the Cruise Control feature in the TECTITE software to maintain a building pressure of -25 Pascals.

b) Turn on the Duct Blaster DG-3 and put it in the proper Mode.

Turn the CHANNEL knob to A, turn the MODE switch to Pressure, and put the RANGE switch in the High Range position (2000 Pa).

c) Choose a Flow Ring for the Duct Blaster fan.

Install the Flow Ring which you think best matches the needed fan flow. Installation of Flow Rings will depend on the tightness level of the duct system being tested. For example, for relatively leaky duct systems (greater than 500 CFM25), you will want to start the test using the Ring 1 configuration. As you test tighter duct systems, you will need to install Flow Rings 2 or 3. Refer to the Table to the right for approximate flow ranges of the fan using the various Flow Rings configurations. Don't worry if you guess wrong and start the test with the incorrect Flow Ring - you can change the Fan Configuration during the test procedure.

d) Enter the selected Flow Ring into the Gauge.

In order for the DG-3 to properly display fan flow, you need to input the Duct Blaster fan model and selected Flow Ring into the gauge. To select the fan type and fan configuration being used in your test, first turn the MODE knob to the Fan Select position. The gauge display will show "-SEL" to indicate that a fan type and fan configuration have not yet been selected. The fan type can be selected by toggling the SELECT Switch up. The fan configuration can be selected by toggling the SELECT switch down.
If the Display Shows | Description
--- | ---
-SEL | Begin fan type selection by toggling the SELECT switch up twice.
8-0 | This indicates that you have chosen the Series B Duct Blaster fan, and that the fan is in the "Open" inlet configuration (i.e. no Flow Rings installed). **Note:** When depressurizing, a Flow Ring must be installed.
   
   To change the fan inlet configuration for the Duct Blaster fan, toggle the SELECT switch down.
8-1 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 1 installed.
8-2 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 2 installed.
8-3 | Series B Duct Blaster fan with Ring 3 installed.

e) **Turn on and adjust the Duct Blaster fan.**

Turn on the Duct Blaster fan by slowly turning the fan controller clockwise. The Duct Blaster fan should be pulling air out of the duct system. Increase the Duct Blaster fan speed until the pressure between the duct system and the building (Channel A on the Duct Blaster DG-3) reads zero. Leave the Duct Blaster fan running.

f) **Re-check the building pressure.**

Re-check the building pressure gauge and if necessary, re-adjust the Blower Door fan speed to maintain a test building pressure of -25 Pascals.

g) **Re-check the duct pressure.**

Re-check the Duct Blaster system and if necessary, re-adjust the Duct Blaster fan until the pressure between the duct system and the building reads zero (Channel A on the Duct Blaster DG-3). After re-adjusting the fan speed, turn the CHANNEL knob to Channel B, and turn the MODE switch to Flow. The gauge will now display the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate. If the gauge display is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try changing the Time Averaging setting on the gauge by turning the MODE Switch to Time Select, choosing the 5 or 10 second or Long-term average, and then returning to the Flow mode. Record the CFM25 leakage to outside estimate and turn off both the Blower Door and Duct Blaster fans.

   (If the CFM flow reading on Channel B is blinking, see below):
   - The CFM flow reading on Channel B will blink when the air flow reading through the fan is unreliable (i.e. you are trying to measure a flow outside of the calibrated range of the test device in its current configuration). If possible, you should change the fan configuration to match the flow rate being measured (e.g. install a smaller Flow Ring).
   - If you change Flow Rings, be sure to use the Fan Select feature to update the gauge with the new Flow Ring installed before reconducting the test.

### 11.5 What If You Can Not Depressurize the Building to the Test Pressure with the Blower Door Fan?

If the Blower Door system is unable to depressurize the building to the test pressure because one of the Flow Rings was installed on the Blower Door fan, remove the Flow Ring and repeat the test. If you are not able to depressurize the building to the test pressure because the building is too leaky, then you will need to conduct the test at the highest achievable building pressure and use the Can't Reach Pressure Factors below to estimate the final duct leakage rate.
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Table 8: Can't Reach Pressure Factors (-25 Pa Target)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
<th>Duct Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>CRP Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-24</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-23</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-22</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-21</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-19</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-18</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-15</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: With the Blower Door fan running at full speed (no Flow Rings attached), you are only able to depressurize the building to 18 Pascals. While the Blower Door is depressurizing the building to 18 Pascals, adjust the Duct Blaster fan to create zero pressure between the duct system and the building. At this point the measured Duct Blaster fan flow is 450 cfm. The corresponding CRP Factor for a building pressure of 18 Pascals is 1.22. The estimated duct leakage to outside at a test pressure of -25 Pascals is 450 x 1.22 = 549 cfm.

Note: The TECBLAST program automatically applies the CRP Factors to test data.

11.6 What If You Can Not Depressurize the Duct System to the Same Pressure as the Building with the Duct Blaster Fan?

If the Duct Blaster fan was unable to create a pressure difference of zero between the duct system and the building (while the Blower Door is depressurizing the building to the test pressure) because one of the smallest Flow Rings was installed (e.g. Ring 2 or Ring 3), install Ring 1 and repeat the test. If you were not able to create a pressure difference of zero because the duct system is extremely leaky to the outside, then the test will need to be performed at a lower building pressure and the Can't Reach Pressure Factors (Table 8) used to estimate the final duct leakage rate.

Example: Because you were unable to create a pressure difference of zero between the duct system and the building, re-adjust the Blower Door to depressurize the building to a lower pressure (e.g. -20 Pascals). While the Blower Door is running, adjust the Duct Blaster fan to create a pressure difference of zero between the duct system and the building. If you are still unable to create a pressure difference of zero, repeat the test at an even lower building pressure (e.g. -15 Pascals). Finally, multiply the flow through the Duct Blaster fan needed to create a pressure difference of zero by the appropriate CRP factor.
For example, with the Blower Door depressurizing the building to -15 Pascals, the flow through the Duct Blaster fan needed to create a pressure difference of zero (between the duct system and the building) is 600 cfm. The corresponding CRP Factor for a building pressure of -15 Pascals is 1.36. The estimated duct leakage to outside at a test pressure of -25 Pascals is $600 \times 1.36 = 816$ cfm.

**Note:** The TECBLAST program will automatically apply the CRP Factors to test data.

### 11.7 Before Leaving the Building

Be sure you have returned the building to its original condition before leaving. This includes removing any temporary register seals, turning HVAC controls to their original settings and closing access doors or vents opened during the test. In addition, it is highly recommended that the test procedures outlined in Chapters 14 and 15 be performed before leaving the building.
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12.1 Using a Theatrical Fog Machine

One of the most effective ways to find leaks in a duct system is to use a theatrical fog machine while pressurizing the duct system with the Duct Blaster fan. With the registers and grilles temporarily sealed off, the fog machine is used to inject a non-toxic theatrical fog through the Duct Blaster fan and into the duct work. The theatrical fog is pushed out of the leakage sites in the duct system visually demonstrating the location and extent of the duct leakage problem. Use of the fogger helps crews find hidden leakage sites in attic and crawlspace ducts, as well as makes a fantastic presentation for homeowners and builders. Theatrical fog machines are available from many local theatre supply and electronics outlets.

Note: Typically only a small amount of smoke is needed to create a good presentation. When using a theatrical fogger, inject the fog stream toward the edge of the fan housing and not directly into the Duct Blaster fan motor. In addition, always clean off any theatrical fog residue from the Duct Blaster flow sensor, fan motor and fan housing after using a fog machine.

12.2 Using a Handheld Smoke Puffer

The use of a handheld smoke puffer is often helpful in finding duct leaks. With the building air handler running, squirt small puffs of smoke toward suspected leakage sites and watch to see if the smoke gets sucked into the leak (return leak) or pushed away from the leak (supply leak). With a piece of tubing attached to the smoke puffer, you can often reach deep into corners or in hard to reach spots. Handheld smoke puffers are available from The Energy Conservatory.

Note: Smoke from the chemical puffer is very corrosive. Do not store the puffer in a closed container with other items, especially tools or gauges.
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In addition to measuring duct airtightness, the Minneapolis Duct Blaster can be used as a powered capture hood to measure total air handler flow, as well as air flows through supply and return registers, exhaust fans and other air flow devices.

13.1 Measuring Total System Air Flow (Pressure Matching Method)

This procedure is used to measure total air flow through an air handler. Note: If you are using a DG-700, the gauge has a built-in mode (PR/AH) which can be used for making measurements of total air handler flow with a Duct Blaster fan. Refer to the DG-700 manual for specific operating instructions.

Part 1: Measure the Normal System Operating Pressure (NSOP)

- Turn off the air handler fan.
- Open a window or door between the building and outside to prevent pressure changes in the building during the test.
- If the air handler fan is installed in an unconditioned zone (e.g. crawlspace, attic), open any vents or access doors connecting that zone to the outside (or to the building) to prevent pressure changes in the zone during the test.
- Make sure all supply and return registers are open and untapped. Replace filters if they are dirty (or keep dirty filters in place if you want to measure flow in a "as found" condition).
- Insert a static pressure probe into the supply plenum, or in a main supply trunk line a few feet away from the supply plenum. Make sure the static pressure probe is pointing into the air flow created by the air handler fan.
- Connect a piece of tubing to the static pressure probe. Connect the other end of the tubing to the Channel A Input tap on the digital pressure gauge.
- The Channel A Reference tap should be connected to the inside of the building, or it can be connected to an unconditioned zone containing the air handler provided that the zone remains at the same pressure as the building during the test.
- Turn on the air handler and measure the Normal System Operating Pressure (NSOP) in the duct system using Channel A. If the NSOP is fluctuating too much to determine the reading, try using the 5 or 10 second or Long-term time average setting on the gauge. Record the NSOP and turn off the air handler. Do not move the static pressure probe because you will need to use it in Part 3 of this test.

Part 2: Connect the Duct Blaster Fan to the Duct System

The Duct Blaster fan is typically installed at the air handler cabinet. However, if this test is being performed on a single return duct system, and the return ductwork is substantially airtight, the Duct Blaster fan may be installed at the single return.
Option 1: Installing at the Air Handler Cabinet

- Open the air handler cabinet access panel. Seal off the return opening in the cabinet from the air handler fan using tape and cardboard.
- Now install the Duct Blaster in place of the air handler cabinet access door as described in Section 5.2.b Option 2. In this configuration, all return air flow will be moving through the Duct Blaster fan, with the return ductwork effectively sealed off from the supply system.
- Connect a piece of tubing to the brass pressure tap on the Duct Blaster fan housing. Connect the other end of the tubing to the Channel B Input tap.
- The Channel B Reference tap should be connected to the space where the Duct Blaster fan is installed. If the Duct Blaster fan and gauge are located in the same space, leave the Channel B Reference tap open.

Note: If the air flow exiting from the Duct Blaster is severely obstructed by the air handler fan or other air handler components, this may significantly reduce the total flow capacity of the Duct Blaster. If this is a problem, try attaching the Duct Blaster fan to the blower compartment access opening using a small cardboard box rather than a flat piece of cardboard. This will tend to increase the Duct Blaster fan flow by providing less restriction to air flow as it enters the air handler blower compartment.

Option 2: Installing at the Single Central Return

- An optional 20" x 20" filter grille attachment panel is available from TEC to provide for quick attachment of the Duct Blaster fan to the filter slot of a single return.
- To use the attachment panel, first open the filter grille door, remove the existing filter, and push the attachment panel into the open filter slot. The H-channel gasket on the edges of the attachment panel should provide an airtight seal between the panel and the filter slot, and should hold the panel in place.
- You may now secure the Duct Blaster fan directly to the attachment panel using the 4 clips mounted on the panel. The clips are pushed down onto the exhaust flange of the Duct Blaster fan.

Note: The Duct Blaster fan can also be attached to the filter slot using cardboard and tape.
Part 3: Match the Normal System Operating Pressure (NSOP)

- Turn the air handler fan back on and re-measure the operating duct pressure using Channel A (be sure the static pressure probe has not been moved from Part 1 above). Now turn on the Duct Blaster fan and adjust the fan speed until the operating duct pressure on Channel A equals the normal operating duct pressure (NSOP) measured in Part 1 above. Once adjusted in this way, determine the air flow through the Duct Blaster fan by measuring the fan pressure on Channel B and using the flow table, or by using the digital gauge’s fan flow feature.
- The measured Duct Blaster fan flow is your estimate of the total system air flow including flow through return registers, plus return duct leakage, plus leakage at the air handler access panel. The only component of total system airflow that is not included in this measurement is any leakage on the return side of the air handler cabinet (other than the air handler access panel).

13.2 Measuring Return Register and Exhaust Fan Flows

The first step is to construct a flow box to seal around the return register (or exhaust fan) where you want to make your measurement. One easy option is to use a cardboard box, but the hood from a commercial flow capture hood may also work well. The open end of the flow box or hood should have rough dimensions which are at least 2 times the register dimensions, and the depth of the box should be at least the average of the two opening dimensions.

Part 1: Construct a Flow Box and Make Tubing Connections

- Cut a square hole in the back side of cardboard flow box which is approximately one inch smaller than the dimensions of the square transition piece. Tape and seal the square transition piece over the hole you cut in the box.
- Attach the open side of the round transition piece to the exhaust flange of the Duct Blaster. Connect the open end of the flex duct to the square transition piece on the flow box.
- Install the Flow Ring (on the fan inlet) which you think will provide the proper flow range for the test.
- Punch a small hole (1/4") in one of the corners of the open end of the box and insert a piece of tubing into the hole. Connect the other end of the tubing to the Channel A Input tap. The Channel A Reference tap should be left open to the room where the register or exhaust fan is located.
- Connect a piece of tubing to the brass pressure tap on the Duct Blaster fan housing. Connect the other end of the tubing to the Channel B Input tap.
- The Channel B Reference tap should be connected to the space where the Duct Blaster fan is installed. If the Duct Blaster fan and gauge are located in the same space, leave the Channel B Reference tap open.
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Part 2: Install Flow Box and Zero Out the Box Pressure

- Turn on the air handler fan (or exhaust fan), and place the flow box tightly over the return register (or exhaust fan grill). If the wall or ceiling surface is very uneven, you may want to attach a piece of gasket to the open end of the flow box to make a tighter seal - The Energy Conservatory has gasket available.
- Now turn on the Duct Blaster fan and slowly adjust the fan speed until the pressure on Channel A (the pressure difference between the flow box and the room) equals zero. Once adjusted in this way, determine the flow through the Duct Blaster fan by measuring the fan pressure on Channel B and using the flow table, or by using the digital pressure gauge’s fan flow feature.
- The Duct Blaster fan flow at this point is your estimate of air flow through the return register (or exhaust fan) tested.

**Note:** The Energy Conservatory manufactures an Exhaust Fan Flow Meter which will measure exhaust fan flow rates up to 120 cfm with an accuracy of 10%.

13.3 Measuring Supply Register Flows

As in measuring return register flows, you will need to construct a flow measuring box for this method. One easy option is to use a cardboard box, but a hood from a commercial flow capture hood may also work well. The open end of the flow box or hood should have rough dimensions which are at least 2 times the register dimensions, and the depth of the box should be at least the average of the two opening dimensions.

**Part 1: Construct a Flow Box and Make Tubing Connections**

- Cut a square hole in the back side of cardboard flow box which is approximately one inch smaller than the dimensions of the square transition piece. Tape and seal the square transition piece over the hole you cut in the box.
- Insert the white foam flow conditioner into the round transition piece. Attach the open side of the round transition piece, along with one of the Flow Rings, to the inlet flange of the Duct Blaster fan. Use the Flow Ring which you think will provide the correct flow range. Connect the open end of the flex duct to the square transition piece on the flow box.
- Punch a small hole (1/4”) in one of the corners of the open end of the box and insert a piece of tubing into the hole. Connect the other end of the tubing to the Channel A Input tap. The Channel A Reference tap should be left open to the room where the register or exhaust fan is located.
- Connect a piece of tubing to the brass pressure tap on the Duct Blaster fan housing. Connect the other end of the tubing to the Channel B Input tap.
- The Channel B Reference tap should be connected to the plastic pressure tap on the round transition piece using an additional piece of tubing.
Part 2: Install Flow Box and Zero Out the Box Pressure

- Turn on the air handler fan and place the flow box tightly over the supply register. If the wall or ceiling surface is very uneven, you may want to attach a piece of gasket to the open end of the flow box to make a tighter seal. The Energy Conservatory has gasket available.
- Make sure that flex duct is stretched relatively straight (for about 4 feet) where the flex duct is connected to the Duct Blaster fan.
- Now turn on the Duct Blaster fan and slowly adjust the fan speed until the pressure on Channel A (the pressure difference between the flow box and the room) equals zero. Once adjusted in this way, determine the flow through the Duct Blaster fan by measuring the fan pressure on Channel B and using the flow table, or by using the digital gauge’s fan flow feature.
- The Duct Blaster fan flow at this point is your estimate of air flow through the supply register tested.
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14.1 Testing for Pressure Imbalances Caused By Forced Air System Flows

Air handler fans commonly move 500 to 2,000 cubic feet of air per minute (CFM). Pressure imbalances within the building can be caused by air handler fan operation if supply and return air flows to each part of the building are not in balance. Pressure imbalances within the building can significantly increase infiltration rates, contribute to radon and moisture entry, create durability problems, and cause potential combustion appliance spillage and backdrafting. In addition, research on combustion appliances has found that very small negative pressures (as low as 2 Pascals) can cause spillage and backdrafting in natural draft appliances.

Building pressure imbalances can also be caused by duct leakage to the outside. If either the supply or return air ductwork has leaks to the outside, air will be forced through these leaks when the air handler fan is operating. If the leaks are in the supply ducts, building air will be exhausted to the outside through the leaks and this will tend to depressurize the building. If the leaks are in the return system, outside air will be sucked into the leaks and the building will tend to be pressurized. If there are equal amounts of leakage in both the supply and return, no change in building pressure will occur, even though large energy losses may result.

Below are a set of test procedures used to help identify pressure imbalances caused by leaks between the duct system and the outside, and by imbalanced supply and return air flows throughout a building. These tests are very sensitive to wind effects, and on windy days it can be very difficult to get accurate results.

14.1.a Dominant Duct Leak Test:

This test measures whole building pressurization or depressurization caused by duct leakage to the outside during operation of the air handler fan. A pressure change due to duct leakage can cause safety, durability, comfort, and efficiency problems.

- Be sure all exterior doors and windows in the building are closed. Replace all HVAC filters (be sure they are clean). Open all interior doors and check that all exhaust fans and the air handler fan are off.
- Set up the digital pressure gauge to measure the building pressure With Respect To (WRT) outside. Connect tubing from the bottom (Reference) pressure tap on Channel A to the outside. The Channel A input tap should remain open to the building. Set up the gauge to measure pressures.
- Turn on the air handler fan and record the change in building pressure caused by operation of the fan. Note: The DG-700 gauge has a built-in “Baseline” feature which makes it easy to zero out the existing building baseline pressure and display the actual change in building pressure caused by turning on the air handler fan. See the DG-700 manual for specific operating instructions.
- Repeat this test several times by turning the air handler on and off for better certainty.

- **Greater leakage on the return side of the duct system will cause the building to become pressurized** since the return ductwork is drawing outside air into the ductwork. In this case, there will be a positive reading on pressure gauge. The size of the pressure change will depend on both the amount of imbalanced duct leakage and the tightness of the building being tested (see Figure 5 in Chapter 15).

- **Greater leakage on the supply side of the system will cause the building to become depressurized** since the supply ductwork is exhausting building air to the outside, just like an exhaust fan. In this case, there will be a negative reading on the pressure gauge. The size of the pressure change will depend on both the amount of imbalanced duct leakage and the tightness of the building being tested (see Figure 5 in Chapter 15).
In cold climates, pressurizing a building to even 1 Pascal could lead to moisture problems caused by forcing warm, moist air into the walls and attic where it can condense on cold surfaces. In warm humid climates, depressurization by 1 Pa can also cause severe moisture problems from warm moist outside air being drawn into the walls where it can condense on the backside of cooled gypsum board. If there are natural draft combustion appliances, or if radon is a problem, depressurizing a building by as little as 2 Pascals may also be a problem.

If there is no change in building pressure, this means that there is either equal supply and return leakage to the outside, no leaks to the outside, or the building itself is too leaky for the imbalanced duct leakage to create a measurable pressure change.

**Note:** For APT users, a prototype software program called ONOFF is available to help precisely measure small changes in building or room pressures. The program uses a signal averaging technique which significantly reduces noise, particularly in windy weather, allowing for precise measurement of small pressure changes. Contact The Energy Conservatory for more information.

### 14.1.b Master Suite Door Closure:

This test measures the effect of closing the master suite door on the pressure in the main body of the building. The master bedroom is often the largest room in a building and can contain multiple supply registers while having no returns. Closing of bedroom doors can restrict the supply air pathway back to the air handler, causing bedrooms to become pressurized while other parts of the building may become depressurized. Repeat this test for other building areas that contain large numbers of registers and can be closed off from the main body of the building with one door (e.g. a basement door when the basement has supply registers).

- Keep the gauge set up to measure the pressure between the main body of the building WRT outside.
- With air handler still running, close the master suite door.
- Record the pressure change caused by closing the master suite door. (Large impacts from Master Suite Door Closure are most common in single and double return houses.)
- Consider pressure relief if the Master Suite door is frequently closed and causes the pressure in the main body of the building to change by 1 Pascal or more in either direction.

### 14.1.c All Interior Doors Closed:

This test measures the added effect of closing all interior doors on the pressure in the main body of the building.

- Keep the gauge set up to measure the pressure between the main body of the building WRT outside.
- With the air handler still running, close all interior doors.
- Record the pressure change caused by closing all interior doors.
- Consider pressure relief if closing all the doors causes the pressure in the main body of the building to change by 2 Pascals or more in either direction.

### 14.1.d Room to Room Pressures:

This test measures the pressure difference between each room in the building and the main body, with the air handler operating. Excessive pressurization in rooms can create durability problems by driving moisture into walls, ceilings and floors. Excessive depressurization in rooms can pull outside moisture into building components in humid climates. Pressure imbalances can also lead to large increases in building infiltration rates.
- Close all interior doors and walk around the building with the digital pressure gauge.
- Connect a piece of tubing to the Channel A Input tap and leave the Channel A Reference tap open to the room.
- While standing in the main body of the building, place the open end of the tubing under each door (including the combustion appliance room and/or basement).
- Record the pressure difference from each room WRT the main body.
- Consider pressure relief for any rooms pressurized or depressurized by 3 Pa or more with respect to the main body of the building.

**Note:** If there are combustion appliances in a depressurized area (i.e. fireplaces, furnace or water heater), their ability to draft properly may be affected. Try to eliminate all depressurization in combustion appliance zones by finding and sealing leaks in the return ducts, plenum, filter access door and air handler cabinet, or by providing pressure relief. See Chapter 15 for more information on Combustion Safety Testing procedures.

### 14.2 System Performance Testing

Although not covered in this manual, other important test procedures should be performed whenever repairs and changes are made to the duct system.

#### 14.2.a Total System Air Flow:

The air flow rate through air handlers is a very important variable in estimating and optimizing the performance of heat pumps, air conditioners and furnaces. Many studies of residential systems have shown low air flow to be a common problem. **In addition, sealing duct leaks will commonly result in reduced total system air flow, especially if the duct system is sized improperly.**

There are a number of methods to measure total system air flow including the Duct Blaster® pressure matching method (see Chapter 13), the temperature rise method, system static pressure and fan curve, as well as a new direct flow measuring tool (TrueFlow™ Air Handler Flow Meter) available from TEC. If the duct system is substantially airtight, directly measuring supply or return air flows with a calibrated flow capture hood may also be used to estimate total system airflow.

**Note:** Research has shown that in most cases, the temperature rise, fan curve and flow capture hood methods are much less accurate than either the Duct Blaster or TrueFlow methods.

#### 14.2.b System Charge:

Having the proper amount of refrigerant installed in a heat pump or air conditioning system is another critical variable in determining system efficiency, as well the longevity of the system compressor. Numerous studies have shown the incorrect amount of system charge to be a common installation problem.

#### 14.2.c Airflow Balancing:

Verification that proper air flow is being delivered to each room in a building is another important component of a complete system assessment. Air flow rates are commonly measured using a calibrated flow capture hood.
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15.1  Overview

Buildings with natural draft combustion appliances should be routinely tested to ensure that the spillage of combustion products into the building is unlikely. Combustion safety testing is critical because of the potential for severe health effects from improperly venting appliances, including carbon monoxide poisoning.

Spillage of combustion products into the building can be caused by a variety of conditions including:

- Blocked or partially blocked chimneys, vents, or vent connectors.
- Improper equipment installation.
- Cracked heat exchangers.
- Leaks in the venting system (disconnected flue pipes, open cleanest door etc.).
- Low vent temperatures.
- Combustion appliance zone depressurization. As buildings are made tighter, it becomes easier for exhaust fans and forced air system imbalances to create potentially hazardous depressurization conditions.

Many cases of improperly venting combustion appliances have been related to depressurization (or negative pressures) in the room that contains the combustion appliance. Depressurization can be caused by exhaust fans, dryers, imbalanced forced air distribution systems, and forced air system duct leakage. As buildings (or combustion appliance rooms) are made tighter, these problems can be made worse, although very leaky buildings can also have venting problems related to depressurization. Figure 5 below estimates the amount of depressurization that can be caused by various exhaust fan flows. For example, from Figure 5 we can see that a 400 cfm exhaust fan will depressurize a 2,500 CFM50 building (or room) to approximately 3 Pascals. That same 400 cfm fan would produce over 10 Pascals of depressurization in a 1,000 CFM50 building.

The presence of code approved combustion air intakes does not ensure that venting problems will not occur. Significant combustion room depressurization is frequently found even after code approved combustion air intakes have been installed. Passive combustion room air intakes typically do not provide sufficient airflow to relieve negative pressures caused by distribution imbalances, duct leakage, or large exhaust appliances. For example, a typical 6" passive inlet can at best supply only about 50 cfm at a 5 Pa negative building pressure. And because passive air intakes are often poorly installed (i.e. many sharp bends, long runs), they typically provide much lower flows than designed. Building codes typically give little or no guidance on how one would design a combustion air opening when competing exhaust appliances are present (the 2000 Minnesota Energy Code is the only code we are aware of to give such guidance).

The only way to be reasonably sure that venting problems will not occur in a building is to perform combustion safety tests. Described below is a test procedure designed to locate existing or potential combustion safety problems in buildings. These procedures are offered only as an example of what other organizations in North America typically recommend for testing. The Energy Conservatory assumes no liability for their use, and contractors should have a working knowledge of local codes and practices before attempting to use the procedures outlined below.

If combustion safety problems are found, tenants and building owners should be notified immediately and steps taken to correct the problem including notifying a professional heating contractor if basic remedial actions are not available. Remember, the presence of elevated levels of carbon monoxide in ambient building air or in combustion products is a potentially life threatening situation. Building or duct sealing work should not be undertaken until existing combustion safety problems are resolved, or unless air sealing is itself being used as a remedial action.
15.2 Test Procedures

This procedure is not intended to cover all circumstances you will find in the field. A basic understanding of the dynamic interactions between building pressures, air flow and mechanical system operation is required to fully utilize the procedures presented below.

This chart can be used to estimate the amount of house depressurization caused by operating exhaust fans. To use the chart, find the intersection between the air tightness (CFM50) of the house and the cfm capacity of the exhaust fans in question. The amount of depressurization caused by the fan(s) is read off the diagonal house depressurization lines. For example, a 400 cfm kitchen range hood operating in a house with an air tightness level of 2,500 CFM50 would depressurize the house by approximately 3 Pa relative to the outside. This same fan operating in a 1,000 CFM50 house would produce over 10 Pa of depressurization.

Note: This chart was generated by assuming that all houses have a "House Leakage Curve" with an exponent (or slope) of $n = 0.65$. 
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15.2.a Measure Ambient CO Level in Building:

- Zero your digital CO tester outside before entering the building. CO tester should have 1 PPM resolution.
- Measure the ambient CO level in all occupied areas of the building. Be sure to measure ambient CO levels in kitchens and in combustion appliance rooms.
- Investigate any ambient CO levels above 2 ppm. **Note:** Areas close to very busy streets may have ambient CO levels above 2 ppm.
- Maximum CO concentration guidelines:
  - 9 ppm for 8 hour exposure (EPA)
  - 35 ppm for 1 hour exposure (EPA)
  - 200 ppm single exposure (OSHA)

  *CO concentrations at or above these levels requires immediate remedial action.*

15.2.b Survey of Combustion Appliances:

- Walk through the building and survey all combustion appliances including furnaces, water heaters, fireplaces, woodstove and auxiliary heating units, dryers and cooking stoves.
- Write down the following information on a survey form:
  - Location, type and input of combustion appliances.
  - Signs of visible deterioration and leaks in flue pipes and connections.
  - Presence of gas leaks, signs of spillage or flame roll-out.
  - Location, size and operable condition of combustion air supply(s).
  - Evidence of rusted interior surfaces of heat exchangers.

  *Gas or fuel leaks are a very serious safety problem requiring immediate remedial action.*

15.2.c Survey of Exhaust Fans:

- Walk through building and note the location and rated capacity (or estimated capacity) of all exhaust fans including kitchen and stove fans, bath fans, dryers, whole house vacuum systems, attic vent fans (not including whole house ventilation fans) etc.

15.2.d Measure Worst Case Fan Depressurization:

With this test procedure, the goal is to measure worst case depressurization in all combustion rooms with natural draft appliances and fireplaces. This measurement gives us an indication of the likelihood of exhaust and air handler fans causing the combustion appliances to backdraft and spill. The procedures below measure worst case depressurization under 3 separate operating conditions; running exhaust fans only, running exhaust and air handler fans, and running the air handler fan only. These tests are very sensitive to wind effects, and on windy days it can be very difficult to get accurate results.

**Initial Preparation**

Close all exterior windows and doors and be sure furnace, water heater and other vented combustion appliances are off. Close all interior doors. Set up the digital gauge to measure the pressure difference of the combustion appliance zone (CAZ) with reference to (WRT) outside. Record the existing baseline building pressure. **Note:** The DG-700 gauge has a built-in “Baseline” feature which makes it easy to zero out the existing building baseline pressure and display the actual change in building pressure caused by fan operation. See the DG-700 manual for specific operating instructions.
1. Exhaust Fans Only

Turn on all exhaust fans found in the survey above (for dryer, clean out lint filter before turning on). Now determine the worst case position of interior doors with the smoke test below:

Smoke Test: While standing in the main body of the building, squirt smoke under each door containing an exhaust fan (except the CAZ currently being tested). If the smoke goes into the room, open the door. If the smoke comes back into the main body of the building, keep the door closed. Now squirt smoke under the CAZ door (while continuing to stand in the main body). If smoke goes into the CAZ, leave the CAZ door shut. If smoke comes back into the main body of the building, open the door.

Measure the depressurization of the CAZ WRT outside caused by turning on the exhaust fans (i.e. the change in building pressure from the baseline condition). Depressurization should not exceed the appropriate House Depressurization Limits (HDL) listed in Table 9 below. If it is windy, it is often necessary to turn fans off and on several times to obtain good pressure readings.

Fireplace Zones: For Fireplace Zones, repeat the same procedure and measure and record depressurization of fireplace zone WRT outside from exhaust fan operation. Depressurization should not exceed the appropriate HDL listed below.

2. Air Handler and Exhaust Fans

With exhaust fans continuing to run, turn on the air handler fan (note: air handler fan only, do not turn on burner) and close any supply registers in combustion appliance room. For both CAZ and Fireplace Zone tests, re-determine worst case position of all interior doors with the smoke test described above. If cooling is available, be sure air handler fan is running at high speed. Repeat worst case depressurization measurements.

3. Air Handler Fan Only

Turn off all exhaust fans and leave air handler operating (if cooling is available, be sure air handler is running at high speed). For both CAZ and Fireplace Zone tests, re-determine worst case position of all interior doors with the smoke test described above. Repeat worst case depressurization measurements.

If the HDL are exceeded for any of the worst case depressurization tests above, pressure relief is needed. Pressure relief could include duct system repair, undercutting of doors, installation of transfer grills, eliminating or reducing exhaust fan capacity, or instructing homeowner on safe exhaust fan operation. If negative pressures in the combustion appliance zone (or basement) are a function of return leaks in that area, check for leaks in the return ductwork, plenum, filter access door and air handler cabinet. Pay particular attention to panned under floor joists (used as returns) as they typically have many leaks.

Note: For APT users, a prototype software program called ONOFF is available to help precisely measure small changes in building or room pressures. The program uses a signal averaging technique which significantly reduces noise, particularly in windy weather, allowing for precise measurement of small pressure changes. Contact The Energy Conservatory for more information.
Table 9: House Depressurization Limits (HDL)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance Type</th>
<th>Depressurization Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual natural draft water heater (WH)</td>
<td>2 Pascals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural draft WH and natural draft furnace/boiler</td>
<td>3 Pascals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural draft WH and Induced Draft (ID) furnace/boiler</td>
<td>5 Pascals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual natural draft furnace/boiler</td>
<td>5 Pascals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual ID furnace/boiler</td>
<td>15 Pascals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power vented and sealed combustion appliances</td>
<td>&gt;25 Pascals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CEE Appliance Safety Test Methods, MAC Part 150 Residential Sound Insulation Program, Mpls, MN.

15.2.e Spillage Test (natural draft and induced draft appliances):

This test identifies actual spillage of combustion byproducts into the living space under worst case depressurization conditions.

- With building set up in worst case depressurization mode (as specified above), fire up each combustion appliance.
- If appliances are common vented, conduct test on smallest input appliance first, then test with both appliances running.
- When burner lights, check for flame rollout (stand away from burner).
- Check for spillage (using chemical smoke) at the end of the spillage test period (see Table 10 below). For natural draft appliances, spillage is tested at the draft divertor. When an induced draft heating system is vented in common with a natural draft water heater, spillage is checked at the water heater draft divertor. For a single induced draft appliance, spillage is checked at the base of the chimney liner or flue, typically using the drip tee at the bottom of the liner.

Table 10: Spillage Test Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appliance Type</th>
<th>Spillage Test Period (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water heater, gravity furnace and boiler</td>
<td>3.0 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space heater</td>
<td>2.0 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnace</td>
<td>1.0 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CEE Appliance Safety Test Methods, MAC Part 150 Residential Sound Insulation Program, Mpls, MN.

- If spillage continues beyond the spillage test period, remove the negative pressure in combustion room by turning off fans and/or opening an exterior window or door.
- Re-check for spillage. If spillage stops, there is a pressure induced spillage problem. If spillage continues, check flue and chimney for obstructions, and check compatibility of appliance BTU input with chimney size.

Spillage of combustion products beyond the spillage test period is a health and safety concern. If the problem is a blocked flue or chimney, or inadequately sized flue or chimney, consult a professional heating contractor. If the problem is pressure induced, provide pressure relief. Re-check for spillage following attempt to provide pressure relief. If spillage continues, contact a professional heating contractor to investigate the problem.
15.2.f Draft Test (natural draft appliances):

This test measures flue draft pressure in the venting systems of all natural draft combustion appliances under worst case depressurization (not to be done for sealed combustion or induced draft appliances).

- Drill a small hole in the vent pipe approx. 2 feet downstream of the draft divertor or barometric damper. Insert a static pressure probe.
- Measure draft pressure (vent WRT combustion room) with Magnehelic or digital pressure gauge after 5 minutes of operation.
- Compare measured draft with minimum draft pressures below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outside Temp</th>
<th>Draft Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Below 10 F</td>
<td>-2.50 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 F</td>
<td>-2.25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 F</td>
<td>-1.75 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 F</td>
<td>-1.25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 F</td>
<td>-0.75 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 90 F</td>
<td>-0.50 Pa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CEE Appliance Safety Test Methods, MAC Part 150 Residential Sound Insulation Program, Mpls, MN.

If measured draft is below the minimum draft pressure above, check for flue or chimney obstructions, disconnected vents, open chimney cleanout doors etc. Also remove sources depressurization (e.g. turn off exhaust fans) and test again to determine if CAZ depressurization is contributing to poor draft.

15.2.g Carbon Monoxide Test:

This test measures carbon monoxide levels in all operating combustion appliances.

- After 5 minutes of appliance operation, measure the CO level in the flue products of all combustion appliances.
- CO should be measured before appliance draft divertor, or barometric damper.
- CO levels should be below 100 ppm in all flues.
- For gas stoves, measure CO from oven exhaust port and 3 feet above burners with all burners running. CO level should be below 50 ppm.
- If CO found in gas stove, re-measure ambient kitchen CO after 10 minutes of stove operation.

The presence of CO and spillage requires immediate remedial action.

15.2.h Heat Exchanger Integrity Test (Forced Air Only):

This test is used to determine if a crack or hole is present in the furnace heat exchanger. A crack or hole could allow products of combustion into the building, and/or promote carbon monoxide production through flame distortion and impingement. There are 3 main types of tests which can be performed:

1. Flame Distortion Test

This test involves watching the furnace flame when the furnace air handler first turns on. Any distortion of the flame indicates a hole or crack in the heat exchanger. This test can be done in conjunction with the flame rollout.
component of the spillage test. Another method for conducting a flame distortion test is to slowly extend a
match up and down into each combustion chamber with the burner off and the air handler fan on, and watch for
movement of the flame head.

2. Blocked Flue Test

With the furnace off, block the flue ports leading from the combustion chamber to the draft divertor or
barometric damper. Squirt smoke into the combustion chamber. Turn on the furnace fan and watch to see if the
smoke is disturbed when the fan comes on. Smoke movement indicates a hole or crack in the heat exchanger.

3. Tracer Gas Test

A number of testing procedures exist for injecting a tracer gas into the combustion chamber (usually with the
furnace fan off) and then measuring or detecting the tracer gas on the warm air side of the heat exchanger.

If any of the above heat exchanger tests provides a positive indication for a cracked heat exchanger,
immediate action should be taken to notify the residents of the potential danger, and a professional
heating contractor should be contacted to investigate the problem.

Turn off fans and return appliance controls to their original settings once the test
procedures have been completed.

Special thanks to Advanced Energy, Sun Power and the Center for Energy and Environment (CEE) for their
work in developing and refining the combustion safety test procedures above.
Chapter 16 Using the Duct Blaster as a Blower Door

The Duct Blaster fan can be easily used as a Blower Door fan to test and measure the airtightness of buildings, as well as a diagnostic tool to find air leakage paths. The maximum Duct Blaster fan flow capacity of 1,500 CFM (1,350 at 50 Pa) will enable the fan to conduct complete airtightness testing procedures on many new houses which have been built to energy efficient airtightness standards. For example, a new 4,000 ft² house built to a 1.5 Air Change per Hour at 50 Pa (ACH50) standard will require only about 800 CFM of fan capacity to perform a complete airtightness test.

The Energy Conservatory (manufacturer of the Minneapolis Blower Door) sells a nylon door panel which allows the Duct Blaster fan to be sealed into a door opening when used with the Minneapolis Blower Door adjustable aluminum door frame. The nylon panel has a smaller hole opening to accommodate the smaller diameter Duct Blaster fan. The Duct Blaster fan is supported by the middle cross bar on the aluminum frame. Because of its light weight, the Duct Blaster fan can also be easily sealed into a window opening using tape and cardboard.

When used as a Blower Door, the Duct Blaster fan will typically be operated without the flexible extension duct or the flow conditioner installed. To conduct a house depressurization test, install the Duct Blaster fan with the exhaust side of the fan on the outside of the house and the inlet side of the fan inside the house. Fan flow is determined using the Duct Blaster fan flow conversion table found in Appendix B.

More information on Blower Door testing can be obtained from The Minneapolis Blower Door Operation Manual which is available from The Energy Conservatory.
Appendix A  Calibration and Maintenance

A.1 Fan Calibration Formula

Series B Duct Blaster Fan Calibration Formula (110V and 230V):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Configuration</th>
<th>Calibration Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Fan</td>
<td>Flow (cfm) = 108.50 x (Fan Pressure in Pa) (^{500})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1 Installed</td>
<td>Flow (cfm) = 41.42 x (Fan Pressure in Pa) (^{500})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2 Installed</td>
<td>Flow (cfm) = 15.80 x (Fan Pressure in Pa) (^{500})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3 Installed</td>
<td>Flow (cfm) = 6.33 x (Fan Pressure in Pa) (^{500})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All fan flows indicated on Energy Conservatory gauges or flow tables are corrected to a standard air density of 0.075 lbs/cubic foot, and are not the actual volumetric flow going through the fan. The indicated flows are corrected to standard air density according to the CGSB Standard CAN/CG-SB-149.10-M86. The correction is done in such a way that, for particular types of leaks (where the viscosity of air is negligible and the flow exponent "n" equals 0.5), the indicated flow is independent of barometric pressure. For this type of leak, the indicated flow is the flow that would have been going through the fan if the test had been conducted at standard barometric pressure, and air temperatures were unchanged.

If the actual volumetric flow rate going through the fan is desired, multiply the flow indicated from the formula above by:

\[
\sqrt{\frac{0.075}{\text{actual air density}^*}} \quad \text{(where air density is in lb/ft}^3)\]

or

\[
\sqrt{\frac{1.204}{\text{actual air density}^*}} \quad \text{(where air density is in Kg/m}^3)\]

* Use the density of air flowing through the fan.

Flow Ranges and Minimum Fan Pressures (Pa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Ring Configuration</th>
<th>Flow Range (CFM)</th>
<th>Minimum Fan Pressure (Pa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Fan *</td>
<td>1,500 – 600</td>
<td>25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>800 – 225</td>
<td>25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>300 – 90</td>
<td>25 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring 3</td>
<td>125 – 20</td>
<td>10 Pa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.2 Issues Affecting Fan Calibration

A.2.a Fan Flow Sensor and Motor Position:

Duct Blaster fans maintain their calibration unless physical damage occurs. Conditions which could cause the fan calibration to change are primarily damaged flow sensors, movement of the motor and blades relative to the fan housing, and leaks in the sensor or tubing running from the flow sensor to the fan pressure tap. These conditions are easily detected and should be tested for on a regular basis.

Damaged Duct Blaster Flow Sensor

The Duct Blaster uses a flow sensor manufactured out of thin stainless steel tubing. The flow sensor is permanently attached to the end of the fan motor opposite the fan blades.

First visually confirm that the sensor is not broken or deformed due to impact. Check that the sensor is firmly attached to the motor. Next, perform a test for leaks in the sensor or the tubing connecting the sensor to the fan pressure tap.

Attach a piece of tubing to the brass pressure tap on the Duct Blaster fan housing. Leave the other end of the tubing open. Find the 3 intentional sensing holes in the flow sensor - they are evenly spaced on the back side of the sensor. Temporarily seal the 3 holes by covering them with masking tape. Next, create a vacuum in the fan pressure tubing by sucking on the open end. A vacuum in the tubing assures that the flow sensor does not leak. There is a vacuum, if by placing your tongue over the end of the tubing, the tubing sticks to your tongue. Make sure that the vacuum persists for at least 5 seconds. If a vacuum can not be created, contact The Energy Conservatory to further diagnose the sensor leakage problem.

Duct Blaster Motor Position

If a fan has been dropped, the motor may have shifted from its proper position in the motor mount. This can degrade the fan calibration. To test the motor position, lay the fan on its side with the flow sensor facing up and all Flow Rings removed. Place a straightedge (such as a heavy yardstick on edge) across the inlet of the fan. Use a ruler to measure the following distance and compare this measurement to the appropriate specification.

**Duct Blaster Fan:** Measure the distance from the bottom of the straightedge to the tip of the motor bearing's domed cover. This distance should be in the range of 5/8\textsuperscript{th} to 7/8\textsuperscript{th} of an inch (see schematic below). If the motor is not in the proper position, call The Energy Conservatory for further instructions.
Figure 6: Schematic of Series B Duct Blaster

3/4" +/- 1/8" gap measured from the inlet plane of the fan housing to the tip of the motor bearing's domed cover
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A.2.b Upstream Air Flow Conditions:

- When using the Duct Blaster fan to conduct a duct leakage depressurization test (i.e. the flex duct is connected to the inlet side of the fan), always position the fan so that the flex duct is stretched relatively straight for about 4 feet in front of the fan.
- When the fan inlet is open to the room, try to install the fan so that there is not a large obstruction within 2 feet in front of the fan.

A.2.c Operating Under High Backpressure Conditions:

Note: For most testing applications, backpressure is not a concern and can be ignored.

The term "backpressure" is used to describe the pressure that the Duct Blaster fan is working against when it is running. Backpressure is determined by measuring the static pressure difference between the air directly upstream of the fan, and the air directly exiting the fan. High backpressures are typically caused by a large restriction between the Duct Blaster fan and the location where the test pressure is being made.

Although the Duct Blaster's flow sensor was carefully designed to be affected as little as possible by variations in backpressure, under certain very high backpressure operating conditions (described below) the calibration of the fan can degrade.

Open Fan Configuration, Low Air Flow and High Backpressure

If the Duct Blaster fan is operated in the open fan configuration (i.e. no Flow Ring), with low air flow (i.e. less than 700 cfm), and high backpressure (i.e. greater than 150 Pascals), the flow measurement accuracy of the fan can be significantly diminished. Although unlikely to be encountered in the test applications described in this manual, it is possible to set up the Duct Blaster system to create these conditions.

One example of an application that could cause high backpressure is when the flexible extension duct is connected to a small, high resistance register. The high resistance register can cause the pressure in the flex duct to be very high (i.e. over 150 Pascals) even if the test pressure in the duct system is only 25 Pascals. Operating the Duct Blaster fan with no Flow Rings attached at very low flows is not advised under these operating conditions.

To avoid this problem:

- Always use one of the Flow Rings whenever possible. When Flow Rings are attached to the fan, the fan can reliably measure air flow at very high backpressures.
- Always try to avoid connecting the Duct Blaster fan to the duct system using a relatively high resistance connection (such as a small supply or return register).
- If using the open fan configuration and measuring relatively low flows (less than 700 cfm), try to measure the backpressure. If the measured backpressure is less than 5 times the fan pressure, then there should not be a problem. Note: If the flexible extension duct is being used, the backpressure can be easily determined by measuring the pressure difference between the room where the Duct Blaster fan is installed and pressure inside the flex duct (measured from the plastic tap on the round transition piece).
A.3 Duct Blaster Fan Maintenance and Safety

There are several maintenance tips and procedures to ensure the proper operation of the Duct Blaster fan and to avoid any safety risks.

A.3.a Maintenance Checks:

- Examine the motor cooling holes for excessive dust and dirt build-up. Use a vacuum with a brush attachment to remove dust, or blow out the dust with compressed air.
- Inspect housing, blades and guards. Especially note clearance of blade tips relative to the fan housing. There should be about 1/4 to 1/8 inch of clearance.
- Inspect electrical wiring and electrical connections on the fan and the fan speed controller.

A.3.b General Operational Notes and Tips:

- The Duct Blaster fan motor is not a continuous duty motor and should not be run for extended periods of time (more than 2 hours at one time).
- The fan should not be left running unattended.
- Do not use ungrounded outlets or adapter plugs.
- Do not operate if the motor, controller or any of the electrical connections are wet.
- Keep people and pets away from the fan when it is operating.

The Duct Blaster fan is a very powerful and potentially dangerous piece of equipment if not used and maintained properly. Carefully examine the fan before each use. If the fan housing, fan guards, blade, controller or cords become damaged, do not operate the fan until repairs have been made. Contact The Energy Conservatory if there are any unusual noises or vibrations while the fan is running.

A.4 Calibration and Maintenance of Digital Pressure Gauges

A.4.a Digital Gauge Calibration:

Re-calibration of digital pressure gauges is recommended every 12 months. Gauges should be sent back to The Energy Conservatory for re-calibration. It is also a good idea to perform gauge comparisons between calibrations, especially when damage is suspected (e.g. when a gauge has been dropped).

Digital Gauge Comparison

This technique is used to compare the readings of two digital gauges when they are both connected to the same pressure source. When two gauges are being compared, you should expect them to agree within their specifications:

DG-3 Accuracy Specifications:

Low Range: +/- 1% of reading or 0.2 Pa, whichever is larger (0-200.0 Pa)
High Range: +/- 1% of reading or 2 Pa, whichever is larger (0-800 Pa)
+/- 2% of reading (800-1,000 Pa)

DG-700 Accuracy Specifications:

+/- 1% of reading or 0.15 Pa, whichever is greater (0-1,250 Pa)
Parts Needed for Comparison

- 2 digital gauges
- one Magnehelic gauge
- 2 "T" fittings
- one syringe
- five 1 foot sections of tubing

Comparison Procedure

Using the two T fittings and short sections of hose, hook up the gauges and syringe as shown in Figure 7 below. Turn on the digital gauges, (if DG-3’s, set on High Range). They should both be reading 0 Pa. Pull out on the syringe slowly until the desired test pressure on the digital gauges is achieved. Record your results and compare with the specifications above.

Figure 7: Comparison Setup

A.4.b Digital Gauge Maintenance:

- Operating temperature range: 32 °F to 120 °F.
- Storage temperatures 5 °F to 160 °F (best to keep it warm during cold weather).
- Avoid conditions where condensation could occur, for example taking a gauge from a cool environment into a hot humid environment.
- Do not store gauge in the same container as chemical smoke. The smoke can and does cause corrosion.
- Do not ignore low battery indicator (readings can start being in error almost immediately).
- Avoid exposing the gauge to excessive pressures, such as caused by tubing slammed in a door.
A.5 Checking for Leaky Tubing

It does not happen very often, but leaky tubing can seriously degrade the accuracy of duct leakage tests. These leaks can be small enough to go undetected for years but large enough to affect fan calibration.

- Before starting, inspect both ends of the tubing to make sure they are not stretched out to the point where they will not make a good seal when attached to a gauge.
- Seal off one end of the tubing by doubling it over on itself near the end.
- Create a vacuum in the tubing by sucking on the open end (make sure the hose is clean first!). Let the end of the tubing stick to your tongue due to the vacuum.
- The tubing should stick to your tongue indefinitely if there are no leaks. Waiting for 5 seconds or so is a good enough test.
- If the tubing has a leak, it should be replaced immediately.
- The ends of the tubing will sometimes get stretched out or torn after many uses. Periodically trim 1/4" off the ends of the tubing to remove the damaged end.
### Appendix B  Flow Conversion Table

#### Series B Duct Blaster (110V and 230V)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (Pascals)</th>
<th>Open Fan</th>
<th>Ring 1</th>
<th>Ring 2</th>
<th>Ring 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (Pascals)</th>
<th>Open Fan</th>
<th>Ring 1</th>
<th>Ring 2</th>
<th>Ring 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## Appendix B

### Flow Conversion Table

**Series B (110V & 230V)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan Pressure</th>
<th>Flow (cfm)</th>
<th>Flow (cfm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Fan</td>
<td>Ring 1</td>
<td>Ring 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244</td>
<td>1695</td>
<td>647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>1702</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>1709</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>252</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>1729</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1736</td>
<td>663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>1750</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>1763</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>274</td>
<td>686</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276</td>
<td>688</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>278</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>282</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>286</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>288</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>314</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>322</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>324</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>326</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>328</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>336</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>338</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>342</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>348</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>358</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>786</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C  Sample Test Form

Example Completed Form  Duct Leakage Test Form

Customer Information:
Name: Tom Jones
Address: 2345 First Ave.
City: Phoenix
State/Zip: AZ, 86777
Phone: 333-333-3333
Email: tjones@wildworld.com

Building Address: (if different from above)
Street:
City/State:

Test Conditions:
Date: May 23, 2001
Time: 8:00 AM
Indoor Temperature (F): 78 F
Outdoor Temperature (F): 84 F
Floor Area (ft²): 2,500
System Airflow (cfm): 1,625
Cooling Size (tons): 4
Heating Size (btu): 60,000
Primary Location of Supply Ductwork: Attic
Primary Location of Return Ductwork: Garage

Comments:
Flex duct in attic.

Total Leakage Test  Depress ______ Press  x
Test Pressure: 25 (Pa)
Baseline Duct Pressure (optional): N/A (Pa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Press. (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow Ring Installed</th>
<th>Fan Press (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow (cfm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fan Model/SN: # 1056

Results:
Total Leakage (cfm): 304
Total Leakage as %: 18.7%
System Airflow:
Total Leakage as %: 12.1%

Outside Leakage Test  Depress ______ Press  x
Test Pressure: 25 (Pa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Press. (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow Ring Installed</th>
<th>Fan Press (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow (cfm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ring 2</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fan Model/SN: #1056

Results:
Outside Leakage (cfm): 246
Outside Leakage as %: 15.1%
System Airflow:
Outside Leakage as %: 9.8%
Floor Area:
Example Blank Form

Duct Leakage Test Form

Customer Information:
Name: __________________________
Address: ________________________
City: ____________________________
State/Zip: ________________________
Phone: __________________________
Email: __________________________

Building Address: (if different from above)
Street: ________________________
City/State: ______________________

Test Conditions:
Date: __________________________
Time: __________________________
Indoor Temperature (F): __________
Outdoor Temperature (F): __________
Floor Area (ft²): ________________
System Airflow (cfm): ____________
Cooling Size (tons): ______________
Heating Size (btu): ______________
Primary Location of Supply Ductwork:
Primary Location of Return Ductwork:

Comments:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Total Leakage Test
Depress ______ Press ______
Test Pressure: ______ (Pa)
Baseline Duct Pressure (optional): ______ (Pa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Press. (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow Ring Installed</th>
<th>Fan Press (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow (cfm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fan Model/SN: __________________

Results:
Total Leakage (cfm): ____________
Total Leakage as % System Airflow: ____________

Outside Leakage Test
Depress ______ Press ______
Test Pressure: ______ (Pa)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duct Press. (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow Ring Installed</th>
<th>Fan Press (Pa)</th>
<th>Flow (cfm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fan Model/SN: __________________

Results:
Outside Leakage (cfm): ____________
Outside Leakage as % System Airflow: ____________
Outside Leakage as % Floor Area: ____________
# Appendix D  Technical Specifications

## D.1 Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(without flex duct)</th>
<th>(w/ flex duct installed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Flow:</strong></td>
<td>- 1,500 CFM @ 0 Pa</td>
<td>- 1,250 CFM @ 0 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 1,350 CFM @ 50 Pa</td>
<td>- 1,000 CFM @ 50 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flow Range:</strong></td>
<td>- 1,500 - 20 Cubic Feet per Minute (cfm)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flow Measurement System:</strong></td>
<td>- Integral flow measuring nozzles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flow calibration meets both ASTM Standard E779-87 and CGSB Standard 149.10-M86.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flow calibration accuracy: +/- 3% (DG-700 or DG-3 digital gauge).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pressure Gauge:</strong></td>
<td>- DG-700 or DG-3 Digital Pressure Gauge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimensions:</strong></td>
<td>- Fan: 10” diameter, 8” long.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flexible Extension Duct: 12 feet long w/ 10” flex duct.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Digital Gauge: 7 1/2” long, 4” wide, 1 1/4” deep.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight:</strong></td>
<td>- Fan: 7 lbs (8.5 lbs with 3 flow nozzles).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Flexible Extension Duct: 5 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Digital Gauge: 1 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Total System Shipping Weight: 27 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fan Controller:</strong></td>
<td>- Variable Speed Solid State DC (maximum controller output is 60 Volts DC nominal). Maximum 4 amp current draw (110V AC input).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E contains a simple method for estimating HVAC system losses from field measurements of duct airtightness. This method uses a duct airtightness measurement along with a number of assumptions about the HVAC and duct system (including system airflow, average operating pressure in the ductwork, the breakdown of leakage between supply and return side, and the energy loss penalty from supply and return leaks) to estimate an annual energy loss for heating or cooling. The model shown below is used in the TECBLAST duct leakage test software to estimate annual system losses.

Note: Because duct leakage loss calculations are extremely complex, this estimation technique should be used with caution and should be viewed only as a rough estimate of the magnitude of losses possible. The leakage rate of a duct system determined using the airtightness test procedures listed in this manual may differ from the leakage rates occurring in the duct system under actual operating conditions. In addition, the duct leakage loss estimates do not include many important but complex impacts on system efficiency including latent load impacts, heat pump strip heating impacts, conduction losses, increases in infiltration from dominant duct leakage, or interactions of leakage on mechanical operating efficiencies, all of which can be significant depending on the type and location of the system being tested. We do not recommend that this simple model be used for research purposes, program design studies or impact evaluations. More sophisticated duct leakage loss models are available and better suited to these needs.

How to Use this Method:

The equation for this estimation procedure is located in section 5 below. Follow procedures 1-4 to determine reasonable values to use in Section 5.

1. Conduct a Duct Leakage Test

Set up your duct testing equipment to measure Duct Leakage to the Outside (in CFM). For consistency in reporting and comparison between duct systems, we recommend that you conduct your duct airtightness test at a test pressure of 25 Pa. This pressure has become the most commonly used test pressure for residential duct airtightness testing. (see Section 2 below for adjustments to the CFM25 leakage reading due to variations in duct operating pressures). Record the CFM25 of duct leakage to the outside.

2. Determine the CFM25 Multiplier for Average Operating Pressure:

Because we tested the duct system at a test pressure of 25 Pascals, we have implicitly assumed that 25 Pascals is a representative pressure seen by the leaks in the duct system under normal operating conditions. While this appears to be a reasonable assumption for many residential duct systems, it can be modified if you have evidence to suggest that a different operating pressure better represents the pressure seen by the predominant duct leaks during normal operation. Table 10 below can be used to adjust the measured CFM25 for different average operating pressures. This adjustment can be made separately for the supply leakage and the return leakage in the duct system. Note: During normal operation, pressures in the duct system vary greatly, while during a duct leakage test, pressures are much more uniform.

For example, if the majority of leaks in the duct system are at supply boot connections, it might be reasonable to assume that the average operating pressure for the supply leaks is less than 25 Pascals (e.g. 10 or 15 Pascals). If the majority of leaks are located at a high pressure location such as a supply or return plenum, then it might be reasonable to assume that the average pressure seen by the leaks is larger than 25 Pascals. Table 10 shows example multipliers. Write down separate multipliers for the return and supply duct systems, as appropriate.
Note: When possible, it is always best to measure actual operating pressure during normal operation to determine the appropriate multiplier to use from Table 10.

Table 10 Multiplier for CFM25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average Operating Pressure in the Duct System</th>
<th>Multiplier for CFM25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Pa</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Pa</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Pa</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Pa</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 Pa</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Pa</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 Pa</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 Pa</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 Pa</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Pa</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiplier = \((\text{Avg. Operating Pressure}/25)^{0.60}\)

3. **Calculate a Loss Factor For Supply and Return Leaks:**

Calculate and write down the Loss Factors for both sides of the system:

A. **Supply Loss Factor = (SLS x SLP x SPM)**

where:

- **SLS = Supply Leakage Split** (Default Value = 0.5)
- **SLP = Supply Leakage Penalty** (Default Value = 1.0)
- **SPM = Supply Pressure Multiplier** (Default Value = 1.0)

Using the default values, the Supply Loss Factor = \((0.5 \times 1.0 \times 1.0) = 0.5\)

- **Supply Leakage Split** is the percentage of the measured leakage which is located in the supply side of the system. The default value of 0.5 means that 50% of the measured leakage in the system is located in the supply side. If you have measured the supply leakage directly, or have other evidence that more or less of the measured leakage is in the supply side, then adjust the default value accordingly.

- **Supply Leakage Penalty** represents the effective annual energy penalty to the HVAC system for each percent loss in delivered system air flow due to supply side leakage. In other words, the default value of 1.0 means that a measured supply leakage rate of 1 percent (i.e. 1 percent of system airflow) contributes to a 1 percent annual loss to the HVAC system. The default SLP of 1.0 assumes that supply side leaks are direct losses to the outside and are not recaptured back to the house. The SLP can be adjusted downward to reflect regain of usable energy to the house from duct leaks. For example, during the winter some of the energy lost from supply leaks in a crawlspace will probably be regained back to the house (sometimes 1/2 or more may be regained). In this case, a SLP of less than 1.0 might be appropriate.

- **Supply Pressure Multiplier** is the appropriate CFM25 multiplier for supply leaks from Table 10 above. The default value of 1.0 assumes that 25 Pa is representative of the pressures seen by supply duct leaks during normal operation.
B. Return Loss Factor  =  (RLS x RLP x RPM)

where:

  RLS = Return Leakage Split  (Default Value = 0.5)  
  RLP = Return Leakage Penalty  (Default Value = 0.5)  
  RPM = Return Pressure Multiplier (Default Value = 1.0)

Using the default values, the Loss Factor for Return Leaks =  (0.5 x 0.5 x 1.0) =  0.25

- **Return Leakage Split** is the percentage of the measured leakage which is located in the return side of the system. The default value of 0.5 means that 50% of the measured leakage in the system is located in the return side. If you have measured the return leakage directly, or have other evidence that more or less of the measured leakage is in the return side, then adjust the default value accordingly. (Note: The SLS and the RLS, when added together, should always equal 1.0.)

- **Return Leak Penalty** represents the effective annual energy penalty to the HVAC system for each percent of return air flow that is drawn from the outside. In other words, the default value of 0.5 means that a measured return leakage rate of 1 percent (i.e. 1 percent of system airflow) contributes to a 0.5 percent annual loss to the HVAC system. The default value of 0.5 for the RLP suggests that on average, return leaks contribute less to energy losses than do supply leaks (default SLP of 1.0). The RLP value can be adjusted upward from the default value if you have reason to suspect that the measured return leaks contribute significantly more energy loss than “average” (e.g. pulling return air from a super heated attic), or can be adjusted downward to represent significantly less energy loss (e.g. pulling return air from a moderate temperature crawl space).

- **Return Pressure Multiplier** is the appropriate CFM25 multiplier for return leaks from Table 10 above. The default value of 1.0 assumes that 25 Pa is representative of the pressures seen by return duct leaks during normal operation.

**Note:** When in doubt, we recommend that you use the default values for Loss Factors.

4. **Estimate the HVAC System Airflow:**

Estimate the total system airflow (in CFM) from either the system nameplate, measured static pressure and fan curve, or by measuring the system airflow using a reasonable flow measuring technique (e.g. temperature rise method, flow hood, Duct Blaster pressure matching method, or the TrueFlow Air Handler Flow Meter. Write down the estimated/measured total system airflow.

5. **Calculate Percent HVAC System Loss:**

Percent HVAC System Loss =

\[
\text{CFM25 Leakage to Outside} \times (\text{Supply Loss Factor} + \text{Return Loss Factor})
\]

- Estimated System Airflow (in CFM)
Example 1:

We conduct a duct leakage to outside test on a 3 ton, 11 SEER heat pump system (supplies located in the attic and returns in the crawlspace). The owners report a $1,500 a year cooling bill and a $500 a year heating bill. Using 25 Pascals as our duct testing pressure, we measure 355 CFM²₅ of duct leakage to the outside. We measure a total system airflow of 1,275 CFM using the TrueFlow Air Handler Flow Meter. We will use the default values for the Supply and Return Loss Factors.

\[
\text{Percent HVAC System Loss} = \frac{355 \text{ CFM}²₅ \times (0.5 \text{ (Supply Loss Factor)} + 0.25 \text{ (Return Loss Factor)})}{1,275 \text{ CFM (system airflow)}}
\]

\[
= \frac{266.3}{1275} = .209 \text{ or } 20.9\%
\]

This loss estimate (.209) can be used to estimate:

- annual cooling loss: \( .209 \times \$1,500 = $314 \)
- annual heating loss: \( .209 \times \$500 = $105 \)
- annual capacity loss: \( .209 \times 3 \text{ ton} = 0.6 \text{ tons} \)
- annual operating SEER: \( (1 - .209) \times 11 \text{ SEER} = 8.7 \text{ SEER} \)

Example 2:

For the same house used in Example 1, we separately measure the leakage in the supply and return side of the duct system and determine that the majority of the leakage (300 CFM) is in the supply side, and is located at a high pressure plenum takeoff. Because the majority of the leaks in this system are at a plenum takeoff, we assume that the average operating pressure for the supply leaks is closer to 40 Pascals, instead of 25 Pascals. For the return side of the duct system, we will use the default operating pressure of 25 Pascals.

First, we determine the CFM²₅ Multipliers from Table 10.

- For the supply side, we will use a SPMultiplier of 1.33 (average operating pressure of 40 Pascals)
- For the return side, we will use a RPMultiplier of 1.0 (default value)

Now we calculate Leakage Splits for both sides of the system:

\[
\text{Supply Leakage Split (SLS)} = \frac{300 \text{ CFM}²₅}{355 \text{ CFM}²₅} = 0.845
\]

\[
\text{Return Leakage Split (RLS)} = \frac{55 \text{ CFM}²₅}{355 \text{ CFM}²₅} = 0.155
\]

Next, we calculate the Loss Factors for both sides of the system:

\[
\text{Supply Loss Factor} = (0.845 \text{ (SLS)} \times 1.0 \text{ (default SLP)} \times 1.33 \text{ (SPMultiplier)} ) = 1.12
\]

\[
\text{Return Loss Factor} = (0.155 \text{ (RLS)} \times 0.5 \text{ (default RLP)} \times 1.0 \text{ (RPMultiplier)}) = 0.08
\]
Appendix E  Estimating HVAC System Loss From Duct Airtightness Measurements

Percent HVAC System Loss =

\[
\frac{355 \text{ CFM} \times (1.12 \text{ (Supply Loss Factor)} + 0.08 \text{ (Return Loss Factor)})}{1275 \text{ CFM (system airflow)}}
\]

\[= \frac{426.0}{1275} = \frac{0.334}{1} \text{ or } 33.4\%\]

This loss estimate (.334) can be used to estimate:

- annual cooling loss: \(.334 \times $1,500 = $501\)
- annual heating loss: \(.334 \times $500 = $167\)
- annual capacity loss: \(.334 \times 3 \text{ tons} = 1.0 \text{ tons}\)
- annual operating SEER: \((1 - .334) \times 11 \text{ SEER} = 7.3 \text{ SEER}\)